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ABSTRACT

Icenogle, David W . , B. S., Western Illinois University,
1959t M. A., University of Illinois, 1965.
Doctor of Philosophy, January Commencement, 1970
Major: Geography; Minor: Anthropology
Rural Nonfarm Population and Settlement in Upper
aast Tennessee
Dissertation directed by Professor Fred B. Kniffen
Pages in Dissertation, 169. Words in Abstract, 430.
Upper iSast Tennessee, as defined for the purposes of this study,
is a three-county area looated primarily in the Appalachian Great Valley
physiographic province, centered on the four closely spaced small cities
of Johnson City, Kingsport, Bristol, and Elizabethton.

In contrast to

much of the Appalachian region, the study area is highly industrialized.
Due largely to the pro-rural cultural bias of the Appalachian population,
most of the industrial laborers who form the backbone of the economy
have chosen to reside in isolated homes and in small nucleated communi
ties scattered over the rural countryside.

Commuting to work at the large

centralized manufacturing plants has become a way of life.

The decline

of agriculture and the acceptance of industrial employment has caused
great changes to take place in the appearance of the rural cultural land
scape.
In the present study a historical viewpoint has been utilized in
discussing the development of rural nonfarm settlement in the study area.
Significant industrialization, accompanied by the introduction of the
automobile, began about the year 1920, and the major features of the
current rural nonfarm settlement pattern and the associated commuting
patterns developed during the next decade.

A basic long-term trend related

to industrialization is the growth of urban centers and the centralization

of places of work, with a related pulling of the rural labor force closer
to the employment centers.

Many nonagriaultural rural activities, chiefly

small Industries, existed In the area before 1920 but these were almost
uniformly distributed, as was the rural farm population.

These rural

industries, nearly extinct today, were concerned with the processing
of locally produced raw materials, the products of farm, forest, and mine.
The trend towards agglomerated population distribution has been measured
In this study by a brief formula by means of which the degree of concen
tration or dispersion of population may be compared on either a synchronic
or diachronic basis.
A definition of rural nonfarm population is presented, which is
perhaps applicable only locally.

A classification of different types

of nucleated population centers on a geographic basis is provided, in
which four urban centers as well as a great number of nucleated rural
settlements are identified.

On the basis of exterior morphology, a

classification of rural nucleated settlements into villages, suburbs
and hamlets has been devised.

The physical and cultural factors involved

in the distribution of these communities is also discussed.

In addition

to nucleated rural settlements, dispersed rural nonfarm settlements have
also been studied.

This subject includes both the transitional stage

of part-time farming, as well as individual isolated homesteads, urban
in function, but rural in location.

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
GdwdJlAL BACKGROUND
Since the introduction of the automobile on a widespread basis
In both the United States and western burope, there has been a tremendous
expansion of the residential classification of the population which is
commonly referred to as "rural nonfarm."

Other nearly synonymous terms

found in the literature are "rurban" and "semiurban."

Whatever the

terminology applied to this relatively recent rural settlement develop
ment, the overall effect of nonagricultural rural population growth has
been nothing less than revolutionary in its significance for the settle
ment geography, sociological structure, and economic bases of many
rural areas.
Although a certain amount of what could be termed rural nonfarm
settlement has always existed in farming areas because of the need to
supply certain services to the agricultural population, it was not until
1920 that the phenomonenon became either distinct enough or this group
of people became numerous enough that the Bureau of the Census recognized
the rural nonfarm population as a separate census category.

Between

1920 and I960 the numerical size of the portion of the American popula
tion which the Census Bureau classified as rural nonfarm increased from
20,159,000 to 43,204,000.

The proportion of the total population of

the country classified as rural nonfarm increased from 19.1 per cent
to 24.1 per cent of the total population during the same period.^

At

present (1969) the rural nonfarm population is by far the most important
numerical element of the rural population of the United States; those

2
In the rural nonfarm category outnumber farmers by a ratio of at least
3.8 to one.

The rural nonfarm population first exceeded the farm popula-

tion in the United States sometime during the 19^0-1950 decade.
In addition to merely tracing the rapid numerical growth of the
rural nonfarm population, and observing the associated decline in the
number of farm people in the United States, there are several other
aspects of the rural nonfarm population which should be of interest
to cultural geographers and other social scientists.

For example,

there are great opportunities in the comparative study of agricultural
and nonagricultural rural people living in the same geographical area
in regard to their social, economic, distributional, and cultural differ
ences,

Another area of interest lies in analyzing and classifying the

component parts of the rural nonfarm spectrum, since the group is by
no means homogeneous in its social origins, distributional patterns,
or settlement morphology.

Commonly students have subdivided the rural

nonfarm population into village nonfarm, urban fringe, and nonvillage
nonfarm components.

3

In actuality, it appears that the census category

is being used as a catchall for classifying settlement and population
groups which are widely disparate in character.

It may also be true

that the traditional rural-urban dichotony is no longer a valid one
except for purposes of historical comparison.
In examining the literature on rural nonfarm geography and sociology,
one is struck by the lack of detailed studies of relatively small areas
done on the most intensive or "topographic" scale.

One conspicuous

exception is that of Kollmorgen and Jenks, which is an excellent study
of the processes of change in a rural Kansas county.

i*.

There are also

a number of general studies which discuss or emphasize the importance

3
of the rural nonfarm population and its effoots upon the traditional
rural landscape.

5

Studies based upon small localized areas, perhaps not well known
to readers, require that considerable discussion be spent on general
background information of a geographic nature, as well as in giving
a fairly detailed account of the urban and rural settlement and popula
tion patterns.

Thus this study may be regarded as being to a large

degree a treatise on the general population and settlement geography
of Upper dast Tennessee, with emphasis placed wherever possible on the
rural nonfarm sector of the population.

This approach seems necessary

in order to place the rural nonfarm people of Upper dast Tennessee
within their proper regional setting.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
The general literature concerning population geography is considerable,
as a perusal of Zelinsky*s valuable bibliographical guide will testify.^
Perhaps the major methodological contributions in recent years in English
are to be found in the statements of Trevartha, James, and Ackerman.
Texts or general works on population geography which are of note include
g

those of Jacqueline Beaujeu-Garnier, John I. Clarke, and Wilbur Zelinsky,
For the Appalachian region proper, the early studies of population
distribution done by Francis J. Marachner and the Tennessee Valley
Authority are notable.

Q

More recently the population distribution of

Appalachia has been discussed and presented in map form by John C.
Belcher.
Rural nonfarm populations as such have received less emphasis, at
least among geographers.

In England, an analysis of the components of

the rural nonfarm population by 5. W. ii. Vince is notable.^

In the

United States, articles by Vincent H. Whitney, John Fraser Hart, and
Donald E. Bruy ere describe the distribution and chart the numerical
/

growth of this population group.

12

None of these studies are based

on fieldwork, and all use published statistics as their basic sources.
Studies of suburbs and their social and economic characteristics
written by sociologists are numerous; less comprehensive is the geographl
literature on suburbs.

In the United States the works of Harris, Klove,

and Gottmann are outstanding,

13

and Swedish geographers have certainly

made excellent contributions to the study of suburbs and their development.

14

^arly works on the land-use aspects of suburbanization are the

series by Whetten and his associates,

15

as well as the typological studle

by Richard B. Andrews and George 3. Wehrwein, ^

Practical field observa

tions on the delimitation of the rural-urban fringe and the associated
methodology are reported by Blizzard and Anderson,

17

as well as by Hyers

and Beegle,^®
In reference to Upper East Tennessee, there are several works which
deal with suburbanization, rural change, and commuting in either the
three-county study area or in the Knoxville area to the south in which
the same basic cultural background exists.

There is the very early

(1928) report on dull!van County Ely Allred and F i t c h , ^ as well as
several more recent bulletins by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station.

Indeed, much of the practical and descriptive work in the

field of rural nonfarm studies has been done by the staffs of various
state agricultural experiment stations.
In brief, the population and settlement geography of the rural
nonfarm population, a group which, according to the rather unrealistic
census definition, includes about one-quarter of the American population,

5
is perhaps the least studied area In the field of contemporary social
geography.

The geography of the urban and rural farm population groups

has been well, but not exhaustively, studied; the same may not be said
for the rural nonfarm population.
LOCATION OF THb STUDY ARbA
For the purposes of this study,Upper bast Tennessee has been

defined

as comprising the three counties of Carter, Sullivan, and Washington
(Fig. l).

The area is bounded on the north by the state of Virginia,

on the northeast by mountainous Johnson County, Tennessee, on the south
east by North Carolina, on the south by Unicoi County, Tennessee, and
on the west by Hawkins and Greene counties, Tennessee.

The area is

located about 100 miles northeast of Knoxville, Tennessee, and about
150 miles southwest of Roanoke, Virginia.

Upper bast Tennessee, thus

defined, covers about 1,100 square milesof land area, and had a popula
tion of about 220,000 at the time of
TABLd I.

thei960 census of population (Table

POPULATION AND ARbA CF UPPbR bAST TbNNbSSEb, I960

ITbM

CARTbR

SULLIVAN

WASHINGTON

TOTAL

1,110

Area (square miles)

355

b28

32?

Population per
Square Mile

117.1

266.7

198.3

19 8.6

Urban Population

1 0 ,89 6

53.079

31.18?

95.962

Rural Nonfarm Pop.

2b,615

51,162

22,280

98,057

6,06?

9,098

11,365

26,530

bi,5?e

lib, 139

6b , 832

220,5b9

Rural Farm Pop.
Total Population
SOURCb:

United States Bureau of the Census, City and County Data Book.
1967 (Washington, 1967), Table 2, pp. 332-351.

I).

This is a somewhat restricted definition of Upper Bast Tennessee,
In the largest sense, and in the common folk terminology of the area.
Upper Bast Tennessee includes all of the area northeast of Knoxville,
and is equivalent to State Economic Area 3a in Bogue and Beale's Economic

20
Areas of the United States.
occur in the literature,

However, more restricted definitions

Epperson's I960 study of Upper East Tennessee

included the present writer’s three counties plus the mountainous nonurbanized counties of Johnson and Unicoi.

21

The Upper East Tennessee

District of the Tennessee State Planning Commission includes eight countie
Thus the term is imprecise and is subject to more exact definition for
the purposes of the user.

In this study the area of major concern

is the densely populated rural zone around the four small cities of
Kingsport, Johnson City, Bristol, and Ellzabethton,

The three-county

restriction has been adopted largely to enable convenient use of census
and other statistical data which are available only on a county-unit
basis.
ADVANTAGES OF THE STUDY AREA
Upper East Tennessee offers several advantages to the student of
rural nonfarm population and settlement.

Although rural nonfarm settle

ment is virtually a universal phenomenon in the United States, and
Upper East Tennessee is probably not unique in its favorable characteris
tics, advantageous features do ocour in a combination which makes the
area desirable as a locale for this type of study.
First of all, Upper East Tennessee is a part of the greater
Appalachian region.

22

Thus it shares the basic rural cultural traits

of Appalachia, as well as the rapidly changing agricultural background
of that area.

With respect to Appalachia one may no longer speak of an
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agricultural rural population; Instead, the composition of the rural
population of the region is characterised by being strongly rural nonfarm.

The Importance of this group of people to the region is an

invitation to study.
The transition from a rural agricultural economy to a rural nonagricultural econ any involves important and interesting problems of
cultural change.

Certainly the decline of the agricultural population

and the rise of a nonagrlcultural rural population in Appalachia has
led to widespread, evident changes in the material culture of the area.
Less certain, and of greater concern to sociologists or anthropologists
than to geographers, are the effects of this process on the nonmaterial
culture of the Appalachian people.
In addition to being a part of the larger Appalachian region.
Upper bast Tennessee, as defined in this study, has the further advan
tage of being a relatively self-contained area.

The urban communities

of the area (Kingsport, Johnson City, Bristol, and blizabethton) have
intimate ties with one another in that they share the same work force
and the same basic Institutions.

Their economies are strongly Integrated

with one another, but probably not to the degree that they should be
labeled a "dispersed city,"
into a true dispersed city.

23

although in the future the area may develop
The Upper bast Tennessee cities are nearly

a hundred miles distant from other urban centers of comparable size;
thus the area tends to form its own local circulation system, as well
as its own local ties and loyalties, with relatively little Interference
from outside Influences.

Hence, the investigator could study the area

almost as if it were a microcosm

in itself, virtually disregarding

the influences radiating from neighboring urban centers.

9
In conclusion, Upper East Tennessee is a nodal region consisting
of four approximately equidistant small cities and their associated
trade and laborshed areas.

It Is an integrated system of central places

surrounded by a dense pattern of rural nonfarm population which gains
Its sustenance through almost daily contacts with the central places.
It is remote enough from other population centers of comparable size
to form a system operating without serious disturbances or competition
from outside Influences.

It is located in a larger region which is

rapidly changing in its rural character.

Thus Upper East Tennessee

offers several important advantages to the student of the geography
of rural nonfarm settlement and population.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
Introduction
Although it includes an area of only about 1,100 square miles,
Upper Hast Tennessee is extremely complex in its geologic and geomorphic
features.

Places only a few miles apart vary greatly in relief, eleva

tion, and in agricultural and settlement potential.

The altitude of

the area ranges from about 1,200 feet above sea level at the Holston
River near Kingsport to over 6,200 feet at Roan Mountain on the Carter
County-North Carolina border.
Figure 2 illustrates the local physiographic subdivisions of Upper
Hast Tennessee.

Approximately the western three-quarters of the area

lie within the Appalachian Great Valley physiographic province, which
is traceable from New York southwestward to northern Alabama.

2k

Throughout its length the Great Valley is densely settled with both
rural and urban population oonoentrations; Upper East Tennessee forms
only one nucleus out of the many which exist in the Great Valley.

This

10
valley la an area of relatively subdued relief, and is culturally and
economically of central importance to Upper East Tennessee.

It is the

major region of urban and rural population, having about 97 per cent of
the population of the study area.

The eastern one-quarter of the three-

county area is located in the Unaka Mountains section of the Blue Ridge
physiographic province.

This portion of the study area is mountainous,

with much of the area effectively denied to settlement, although some
small areas along stream valleys are densely populated.

The following

pages describe briefly the physical character of the physiographic
regions presented in Figure 2.
Great Valley Province
Shale Hills
The Shale Hills are synclinal features composed of thinly bedded,
friable Sevier shale of Ordovician age.

These hills are severely dissected,

with 200 to 500 feet cf local relief and slopes of up to 35 per cent.
The agricultural potential is extremely limited, although numerous small
farmsteads of a common hill or mountain type are located in the deep,
narrow valleys which occasionally bisect the belts of hills.

The shale

uplands are shunned by modern rural nonfarm settlement, probably because
of poor roads, lack of flat space for building, and the low social status
accorded the inhabitants.
losing population.

Except near Kingsport, the shale hills are

The town of Kingsport, shown on Figure 2 as being

looated in the western belt of shale hills, is actually situated on the
floodplain and level terrace of the South Fork of the Holston River.
Mary good building sites are located in the large loops of the incised
meanders of the Holston, and provide an exception to the generally
poor habitability of the shale hills.
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Baya Mountains
The synclinal low Bays Mountains reach an altitude of about 3*200
feet above sea level in Sullivan County, and are quite steep sided
and abrupt.

The Bays Mountains are virtually uninhabited, and land

ownership is largely in the hands of large corporations.
are densely wooded with deciduous forest.

These mountains

Due to the proximity of the

Bays Mountains to the city of Kingsport, and to their scenic quality,
their northern promontory may eventually become the site of luxury
suburban residential areas.
Limestone Ridges and Valievs
This is the largest and most productive of the physiographic subregions of Upper i£ast Tennessee.

Apart from its superior agricultural

productivity, this area is nearly everywhere suitable for urban and rural
nonfarm settlement.

It is in this favored region that significant future

population growth is almost certain to take place.

Here are the transporta

tion connections with other centers of population to the north and south,
and here also are virtually all of the available industrial sites which
will form the future employment centers for the area.

25

Geologically this araa is an erosional valley of Ordovician lime
stones and dolomites, which have weathered into superior quality reddishbrown soils.

The bedrock contains numerous faults, usually trending in

a northeast-southwest direction.

A number of eroded anticlines, trending

in the same direction, commonly expose resistant rldge-forming outcrops
of Cambrian limestones.

In the northwestern portion of the section,

the complex folding and faulting, accompanied by fluvial erosion, has
resulted in a trellis drainage system with typical ridge-and-valley
topography having 100 to 200 feet of local relief.

The southwestern

13
section, located in the drainage basin of the lolachucky River, is
more subdued open country with rolling hills having a local relief
of less than 100 feet.

Karst features, such as sinkholes, springs,

swallowholes, and small caverns, are scattered throughout the area.
To the east of Johnson City there is a gap several miles wide
between Holston Mountain to the north and Buffalo Mountain to the south
(Fig. l).

This wide gap opens into a long, narrow, canoe-shaped valley,

actually a geologic "window," or fenster, in which Pre-Cambrian metamorphics of the Great dmoky system have overthrust Cambrian and Ordovician
limestones and dolomites.

Subsequent erosion along fault lines has

resulted in the formation of a long narrow valley about twenty-five
miles in length and one to two miles wide trending in a northeastsouthwest direction.

This valley is bisected by the Watauga River,

and is an Important populated area throughout its length.
Unaka Mountains Province
Iron Ranges
This is the name which may be given to the front range of the
Unaka Mountains.

The iron Ranges are of Pre-Cambrian metamorphic rocks

and rise steeply from the edge of the Great Valley to a local relief
of 2,000 to 2,500 feet.

The Iron Ranges form a major barrier to trans

portation due to their relatively steep slopes.

In Upper Rast Tennessee

these mountains are pierced by only three low altitude routes through
the antecedent valleys of the Watauga, Doe, and Nolachucky rivers.
Due to their steepness and rockiness, the Iron Ranges are virtually
uninhabited, although in the past they have been heavily exploited
for their timber and iron ore resources.

Doe River Cove
Thia cove is a broadening of the alluvial valley of the Doe River,
the major tributary of the Watauga.

It is located between the Iron

Ranges to the west and the Eastern Crystalline Massif.

The area of

Doe River Cove is not more than five square miles, but it is of great
significance to settlement in that some 2,000 people live in the village
of Hampton and the remainder of the cove.

Most of them are rural non-

farm people who work in blizabethton, eight miles away.
dastern Crystalline Massif
This complex area includes the eastern half of Carter County,
and is a rugged area of Pre-Cambrian granitic and gneissic rocks.
Altitudes range from 2,000 feet above sea level at Watauga Lake in
the north to over 6,200 feet above sea level on Roan Mountain to the
south.

The area is strongly dissected by streams, but there are

occasional small cultivable areas along the lower valley slopes.
and settlement follow the dendritic patterns of the creeks.

Roads

In the

vicinity of the village of Roan Mountain, population density exceeds
100 per square mile; otherwise the population is quite sparse.

The

whole of the Jnaka Mountains province, although it covers about onefourth of the area of Upper bast Tennessee, has not, more than 3 par
cent of the population of the area,

bven so, most of these people

are today rural nonfarm people, and the decline of agriculture has
been perhaps more striking here than in the Great Valley region, since
the mountains have always been agriculturally marginal.
CLIMATb AND WEATRiiR CONDITIONS
The local climates of Upper bast Tennessee vary considerably because
of the great range in elevation found within the area.

However, since
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probably 99 Pe** oent of the population lives between 1,200 and 2,000
feet above sea level, it is the relatively mild climate of this zone
which Is of greatest significance to the people of the area.

Upper

East Tennessee lies In a transition zone between the subtropical cli
mate of the Gulf and Atlantic Coastal Plain and the more severe con
tinental climate of the northeastern United States.

The average tempera

tures are relatively equable; however, the Tri-City Airport, located
at an altitude of 1,507 feet almost in the geographic center of Upper
East Tennessee, has experienced an extreme high of 102°F., and a low
of -15°F.

The mean July temperature at the airport is 76°F., and the

mean January temperature is 3d°F.

Precipitation is relatively evenly

distributed throughout the year, averaging 41 inches annually.

Snowfall

occurs from December through March with an average annual total of
15.5 inches.

Cyclonic activity during the winter often brings heavy

snowfall, with the record amount recorded in a 24-hour period being
16.2 inches.

Severe icing conditions also occur commonly during the

colder half of the year.
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One might think that the much heavier snowfall of the mountains
a few miles east of the airport station would seriously disrupt the
heavy commuter traffic of the area.

Although the gaps over the mountains

along the North Carolina border are often closed by snowfall, this
does not greatly affect the movement of the total work force of Upper
East Tennessee, since only about 110 workers come into the area from
North Carolina.
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The mountains do in fact pose a barrier to dally

commuter contacts between North Carolina and Tennessee, and the Upper
East Tennessee laborshed extends further towards the large labor force
of the Great Valley than would otherwise be expected.
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CHAPTER XI
EVOLUTION CF SETTLEMENT IN UPPER EAST TENNESSEE

INITIAL SETTIEMENT
At the time of initial European settlement in Upper East Tennessee
in the latter half* of* the eighteenth century, there were no permanent
Indian settlements in the area.^

However, the area had been occupied

by Indians at no distant time in the past, as was attested by the presence
of important "old fields" in the area.

Since they were in areas of good

soil and were already partially cleared, the old fields were favored
sites for pioneer settlement.

Thus in Upper East Tennessee two of the

earliest settlement nuclei grew up around abandoned Indian fields on the
alluvial and terrace soils of the Watauga valley at the present site
of Elizabethton and at Long Island on the Holston, the present site of
Kingsport.

Through changing economic situations, these two sites have

remained favorable for settlement nucleations from aboriginal times up
to the present.
Serious contacts by colonial explorers, hunters, and soldiers did
not begin until about the year 1750, when Upper East Tennessee was visited
by the exploring party of Dr, Thomas Walker;

2

the next year a post for

trading with the Indians was established at Long Island.

Contacts by

traders and hunters were numerous, and in 1768, according to tradition,
the first permanent farmer settled in Washington County near the Watauga
River.^

In 1?69 the Watauga Old Fields, at the present site of Elizabethton,

were settled by backwoodsmen from the North Carolina Piedmont,

h.

and at

about the same time permanent settlers from the Valley of Virginia moved
5
into the Long Island and Bristol areas.
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As settlement spread rapidly throughout the limestone and alluvial
soils of Upper dast Tennessee during the 1770-1790 period, two other
centers, Jonesboro (1777) end Blountville (1795). arose, both In the
center of rich agricultural districts.

Kingsport and Long Island remained

important as the head of flatboat navigation on the Holston River; the
Watauga valley was the rendezvous point for a number of parleys with the
Indians and also for military expeditions,^

With the establishment of

Carter County (1?9S), the town of dlisabethton was founded at the con
fluence of the Doe and Watauga rivers, thus continuing the importance
of the central location of this site.

Until the coming of the railroads,

sites located in good agricultural areas along land or water-oriented
trade routes were of paramount importance.

Thus the settlements established

before the year 1800 were viable as long as agriculture remained a dominant
economic pursuit.
The original settlers were largely of American birth even at that
early time, and the ethnic composition has remained nearly the same up
to the present.

The writer believes that by the year 1800 almost the

entire ancestral stock of the Upper dast Tennessee rural population was
present in the area, and there have been few accretions to the rural
population since that time.

The basic stock was dnglish and Scotch-Xrish,

with small contributions from German and French Huguenot ancestry.

Culturally

the Scoteh-Irish element seems to have predominated, although the universal
early practice of log construction was ultimately of German origin.

7
g

The first churches and schools were established under Presbyterian auspices.
The present-day dominance of the Baptist and Methodist denominations arose
only after the Great Revival of 1800 and later.
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The chief migration route Into Upper £ast Tennessee originated In
southeastern Pennsylvania and followed the main road southwestwards
through the Valley of Virginia.

A

second route was from the North

Carolina Piedmont across the mountains by way of the Yadkin and Watauga
valleys.

Although the direct transmontane route declined rapidly, the

Great Valley route prospered and continues to the present day as U. 3.
Route 11.

The famous Wilderness Road had its point of origin at Kingsport,

and brought importance and prosperity to that community until the decline
in the use of the road in the 1330's.
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TRADITIONAL RURAL SbTTLhKiiNT FoATURSS

Settlement Patterns
The universal rural settlement pattern of Appalachia is one of dis
persed farmsteads.
practice.

In this respect it is similar to the normal American

However, in contrast to many other major agricultural regions

of the United States, the character of the dispersed settlement is affected
by two major factors, one rooted in the physical geography of Appalachia,
the other in the character of the initial land settlement and survey
method.

The Appalachian terrain is rugged throughout the region; In

some areas only more so than others.

Adjustment of settlement to relief

is a matter of adjusting to the availability of arable land, and to the
linear nature of much of the topography.

Original settlement was almost

certainly located first on the best and most open farming lands; only
later were people forced by land hunger into rougher terrain at higher
elevations and onto poor, easily eroded soils.

The writer theorizes

that the movement into the poorer areas probably reached a peak during
the 1875-1925 period.
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The basic land survey system of Appalachia Is based upon the metes
and bounds procedure.

The original settlement pattern was one of county-

seat villages, scattered hamlets, and dispersed farmsteads, which often
formed loose neighborhood kinship groups.

This basic system was universal

in eighteenth and nineteenth century Appalachia and Upper bast Tennessee.
It was molded into linear forms in the ridge and valley areas and into
dendritic forms in the crystalline uplands of the Unaka mountains.

As

illustrated by Figure 11, the location of farmsteads in the Great Valley
area approaches a uniform distribution.

In contrast, the introduction

of a new source of income, centralized industry, has led to a development
of a new type of settlement pattern— the city and its satellite residential
suburbs.

This pattern is superimposed upon the earlier dispersed pattern,

which, nonetheless, is still very much in evidence.
Farm and Farmstead
In general, the cultural elements of the Appalachian and Upper bast
Tennessee farmstead belong to the cultural tradition of the Upland South.^
However, the absence of a plantation economy and the associated rural
Negro, along with a climate which eliminated the possibility of growing
some of the most typical crops of the Upland South, has led to the Upper
bast Tennessee farmstead having some material traits and a crop assemblage
which make it morphologically distinct from that of the Upland South.
In addition, there were (and are) two basic regional contrasts within
Upper bast Tennessee based upon the agricultural utility of the land.
There is the valley farming tradition on the open limestone lands and
alluvial soils of the Great Valley, in which agriculture was conmerically
oriented, arable land per farm was greater, yields were higher, and the
material standard of living was relatively high.

In contrast, there
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exists on the hilly shale areas and In the crystalline mountains of eastern
Carter County the mountain farming tradition in which limited arable lands
led to an emphasis on subsistence crops and open-range livestock grazing
with a consequently lower standard of living.

This tradition was associated

also with a low standard of education and an intensely conservative way
of life, stemming from Isolation and lack of contact with outside sources
of stimuli.
Somewhat paradoxically, however, the poorer mountain areas have
been transformed more rapidly in the senseof material culture than the
agriculturally better favored areas.

The man with the poor land can

get the same wages in a factory as a man with a productive farm and,
thus, the mountain dwellers have accepted industrial work and abandoned
subsistence farming more rapidly.

The valley farmers, with better land

and a commercial farm econony, tend to remain fully agricultural for
a longer period.

In many upland areas, the introduction of a eash-wage

economy has led to rapid abandonment of all forms of agriculture except
the kitchen garden.

It has also led to a rapid discarding of traditional

house types, and the adoption of low-cost modern housing, as shown in
Figure 3* or mobile homes.

The native mountain cabin was a poor and

uncomfortable house at best, quickly abandoned when financial status
increased.

In contrast, mary valley farmhouses are substantial and com

fortable, and continue to be inhabited up to the present.
Traditional Upper &ast Tennessee house types are rather restricted
in basic types, and all are found in the area as the result of cultural
diffusion from e l s e w h e r e . S i m p l e s t is the single-pen log or frame
house, rare today, but a very common type during the nineteenth century,
especially among the poorer class of farmers.

Upper bast Tennessee log

'

Figure 3. Small inexpensive modern house, located
in the economically depressed Shale Hills
physiographic region.

Figure k.

Saddlebag house.
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houses were skillfully built, using hewn logs and dovetail corner notch
ing.

Another common house type is the two-room saddlebag house, which

was built of frame construction well into the twentieth century (Fig.
4).

The most prestigious traditional house of Upper Bast Tennessee farmers

is the two-story "I-House," which may be of log, frame, or brick construc
tion.

In the Great Valley area this became the dominant house type during

the nineteenth century, and due to their size and the quality of their
construction, many survive to the present day as farm or village homes
(Figures 2? and 28).
The nineteenth century valley farmer who had adequate land was in
an enviable economic position, by the standards of the time.

One economic

historian states.
The economic life of the valley farmers (of Bast Tennessee) was
similar to that in the Valley of Virginia— comfortable but no
luxurious. Homes were neater and more attractive than those of
persons of equal wealth in the Cotton Belt. Most of the farmers
received but little money, but their tables were bountifully
spread with an abundant and varied menu, mostly raised on the
farm.
C o m a n d wheat were by far the most important field crops, and in some
years the wheat acreage exceeded the corn.

Livestock, especially swine,

were of central importance to the farm economy.

In addition to the field

crops, gardening was of great importance to the family food supply.
Commonly the ancient practice of growing corn, pumpkins, and beans
together was followed, and this is still practiced today by older
farmers in remote parts of Upper Bast Tennessee.

Since 1900, and

especially since the 19301s when the great decline in agricultural
population began, the whole crop and livestock emphasis has changed,
as Table II illustrates.

The only crop to attain importance during

the twentieth century is tobacco, which began to be of widespread

importance only after the popularization of the cigarette beginning
about 1915*

Before that time, tobacco, now the mainstay of the agricul

tural economy of Upper East Tennessee, was grown locally only for home
consumption.

TABIE II.

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE CHANGES, 1880-1964.

1964

CATEGORY

1880

Number of Farms
Land in Farms (acres)
Percent of Land Area
In Farms
Cultivated Land (A.)
Permanent Pasture (A.)
Farm Moodland (A.)
Other Farmland (A.)

5,095
635,418

6,184
337.305

89.4
264,997
31.263
319,592
19,566

47.;
100.614
176.909
43,051
16.731

Cattle
Sheep
Swine
Horses and Mules
Wheat (acres)
Corn (A.)
Tobacco (A. )

24,06?
24,78?
50,563
11,442

70,401
1.678
7,241
3,062

54.396
58.396
293

2.391
15,708
4,121

ea. 30,00 0

Farm Population

2 1 ,300b

a1959; b 9,600 full-time.
SOURCES: United States Bureau of the Census. Statistics of the
Population of the United States at the Tenth Census. 1880.
Volume I. Washington. 1883: Census of Agriculture. 1964.~
Volume X, Part 31, "Tennessee," Washington, 1967.
From examination of Table II, it may be seen that great changes
have taken place in the economic patterns of farming in Upper East
Tennessee since about 1880.

Cattle have replaced swine as the basic

livestock type, and pasture has replaced arable crops to a large extent
Tobacco is the only crop to have increased in importance.

The number
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of farms has increased, but the farm population has declined due to the
reduction in the size of the nuclear family and the absence of hired
help.

Today the farm eeonomy is based upon the production of burley

tobacco and either beef or dairy cattle.^

Tobacco, beef cattle, and

dairy products combined accounted for 87.7 per cent of farm dollar sales
in 1964.
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The tobacoo-cattle emphasis is in strong contrast to the

traditional preindustrial farm of Appalachia, with its strong subsistence
orientation calling for a wide variety of crops and livestock.

Wheat

and corn, swine, sheep, and work stock were formerly much more important
in the farm economy than they were in the I960's.

Thus, although many

elements of the nineteenth century farm remain, the farm as a basic economic
unit has been completely transformed.
As late as the 1930's the local economy had a strong agricultural
base, but by 1964 only about 9 per cent of the population was engaged
in agriculture, and nearly half of this group was living on part-time
farms.

Income from all extractive industries (agriculture, mining,

forestry, fishing) accounted for only 3,3 per cent of the area's dollar
income in 1960 . ^

Farms are quite small in Upper JSast Tennessee, and

are more closely comparable in size to those of western Europe than to
the average American farm.

In Carter County, the average farm consisted

of 48.5 acres in 1964; in Sullivan County, 56.9 acres; and in Washington
County, 55.3 acres, the average size of farm in Upper dast Tennessee
was only 54.5 acres in 1 9 6 4 . ^

Cash income obtainable from agricultural

pursuits cannot compete with income derived from nonfarm employment,
with the few exceptions being the largest and most highly capitalized
farms of the area.

The writer believes that in the future there will

probably be a further development of part-time farming on small landholdings
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of less then forty acres, as well as a concentration of full-time or
"real" farming on highly capitalized and specialized farms of large
acreage.
Traditional Rural Industries
Although the present patterns of rural nonfarm settlement in Upper
ciast Tennessee are almost exclusively of twentieth-century origin, rural
activities of a nonagricultural nature have always existed in the area.
These were based primarily upon the utilization of local natural resources
and were largely dependent on a local market and the providing of services
to the farmers of the area.

In common with the agricultural situation,

the traditional rural nonagricultural industries have undergone a great
decline due to the competition of modern industry and are today nearly
defunct.

However, these industries did exist as functioning units well

into the 1930's and 19W>'s.

Often the exact locations of these former

rural nonfarm activities may still be found and investigated, but they
are today essentially archaeological sites.
darly traditional rural industries in Upper East Tennessee were
based entirely upon the processing of locally produced raw materials
and natural resources of the area.

Raw materials came from farm, forest,

and mine, and were concerned with the milling of corn and wheat, the
distilling of whiskey (which continues up till the present), the sawing
of logs, and the smelting of iron.

In addition, during the nineteenth

century there were various attempts to manufacture such finished products
as cotton textiles, tanned leather, and paper.
Upper East Tennessee has a great number of permanent streams, so
that running water was the basic power resources of the area during the
preindustrial period, providing direct power to mill machinery, although
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a number of steam-powered* wood-burning sawmills were established after
the Civil War.

The oensus of 1670 reported a total of l6l waterpowered

mills in Upper East Tennessee* or one mill per six square miles of inhabited
area.
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Turning water wheels provided the power for millstones, lumber

saws, and bellows and hammers in the iron industry.
The flour milling industry developed early in Upper East Tennessee.
The first flour mill probably was located at or near the present hamlet
of Flourville on Boone's Creek in Washington County,
was built on ileedy Creek at Kingsport in 177*+.
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1 fi

and another mill

A great number of one-

or-two-man mills were eventually constructed, and over fifty were still
in operation as late as 193*+.
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Their small size and scattered location

were due to the need for providing a mill near the farmer, and also to
the small size of the streams on which the mills depended for power.
In 1373, Washington County, the major wheat-producing county, had eighteen
flour mills and 52 gristmills for grinding corn.
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The coming of the railroads led to some centralization of milling,
with the establishment of six- or eight-employee mills at Telford (Fig,
5) and Jonesboro.

These were still waterpowered.

At present, the only

active flour mill in the area is a modern (1911) plant at Johnson City
employing 55 persons.
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Several of the old mill buildings, converted

to electric power, still grind livestock feed for looal farmers.

This

illustrates one result of the change from a grain-growing to a cattleraising farm economy, as well as the tendency for closely related types
of production to maintain themselves in the same geographic locality
through time.
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Figure 5. A large water-powered flour mill,
(ivureka Mills, Telford, Washington County),

Another processing activity based upon the exploitation of a local
natural resource is lumber cutting and sawmilling.
century

numerous

During the nineteenth

small water- or steam-powered sawmills existed.

These

provided wood for local construction, firewood, and charcoal for iron
smelting until the large, outside owned lumber companies arrived in the
1890's.
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Within a few years the virgin forests of yellow poplar (Lirlo-

dendron tuliplfera). maple, chestnut, and pine were devastated.

The

lumber era was a brief and destructive one in Upper &ast Tennessee, as
in the rest of Appalachia,
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Today only a few unimportant sawmills exist

in the area.
The iron mining and smelting industry of Upper fiast Tennessee was
also once of considerable importance to the rural economy.

Hematite and

Limonite ores are widespread in scattered small deposits throughout the
raetamorphio rocks of the Unaka Mountains, as well as in thin beds and

narrow lenses in th« lirasatone areas.
names as Iron Mountain and Orebank.

Thia ia illustrated by auoh place
Ironworking from native ores may

have begun on Steele Creek near Bristol aa early aa 1784, and at
bmbreeville in Washington County about 1790.
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In the I860 census,

thirteen ironworks were reported for Upper hast Tennessee, but, due to
competition from outside products, their number had declined to two by
i860.
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Furnace

Place names such as Carter's Furnance, Valley Forge, and O'Brie
commemorate this important nineteenth century industry.

Chief

producing areas were Stoney Creek in Carter County, Holston Valley in
Sullivan County, and Bumpass Cove in Washington County (Fig. 1).
This early iron industry was anachronistic, even by the standards
of the time,

bast Tennessee maintained its ancient method of manufactur

ing as late as i860.

This was due to Isolation from outside competitive

contact, and the need to produce for local consumption.
bar iron was being used as currency in Carter County.

As late as 1874
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During the 1880*5 British and northern capital sought to develop
the iron resources of western Worth Carolina and bast Tennessee.

Heavy

investments were made in modern blast furnaces and rolling mills in
Bumpass Cove (hrabreeville) and at Johnson City.

Raw materials were to

be assembled by railroad, and a number of narrow gauge branch lines were
built to the iron mines during this period.

Something of an Industrial

boom occurred at Johnson City, which grew from a population of 685 in
1880 to 4,161 in 1890 (Table III).

These large-scale operations all

failed during the financial panic of 1893, but they were too small and
too far from the national market to have survived competition with
Pittsburgh or Birmingham products.

During both world wars, under the

stimulus of high prices, iron was again mined at Bumpass Cove, along
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with lead, zinc, and manganese.

Embreeville, located in Bumpass Cove,

is a typical Appalachian mining settlement, exhibiting all of the material
and social poverty common to that type of community.
INDUSTRIALIZATION AND URBANIZATION
Economic Background
The coming of large-scale modern industry to Upper Bast Tennessee
is a part of the story of the introduction of modern industry to the
southeastern states,

What has occurred in Upper East Tennessee since

1890 is truly a part of the great economic movement known as the
Industrial Revolution.

In the United States* this began in New England

in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, and its impact had
reached Upper East Tennessee by the time of the Civil War in the market
ing of finished manufactured products.

EJy that time mass-produced

products certainly were cutting into the market for local handmade
products, thereby disrupting the local subsistence econony.

Later

came the actual production of finished manufactures in Upper East
Tennessee.

Thus, the economic history of Upper East Tennessee can be

divided into three periods:

(l) the period of local subsistenoe, perhaps

1770 to 1870; (2) the period of penetration by outside manufactured goods,
with attempts to establish manufacturing locally (1870-1920); and (3)
the Industrial period proper, with local manufacturing firmly established,
beginning about 1920.

It was during this last period that the rural

nonfarm population became a significant and Identifiable element in the
cultural and economic geography of Upper East Tennessee.
The establishment of the textile industries in the North and South
Carolina Piedmont in the 1880's and 1390's spilled over into Upper East
Tennessee as early as 1900.

Somewhat later the newer rayon and cellulose
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industries found favorable conditions in the area.

Northeastern and

foreign capital found in the southern Appalachians a number of attractive resources in the forests, water resources, power resources, and,
most important of all, in the labor supply of the area.

Cheap labor

probably explains more than any other factor the location of industry
in Upper &ast Tennessee and the southeast in general.

20

Cheap labor

.
29
is still an important attraction to manufacturing during the I960's.
Industry was also attracted by absence of unions, lack of labor legisla
tion in the southern states, availability of labor, tax exemptions, cheap
land, cheap power, pure water, and (originally, at least) a local raw
materials base.

Local business interests actively courted industry,

and often (certainly in the case of Kingsport) were able to determine
the precise community within an area in which an industry finally located.
Growth of Urban Centers
Associated with the Increase in Industrial employment was a rapid
growth of urban population.

There was also more emphasis upon com

mercialization of agriculture, due to the increased local market, and,
since the automobile was introduced along with industry, the rural nonfarm population increased rapidly.

Bristol, founded in 1852, began to

grow earliest due to its position on the Bast Tennessee and Virginia
Railroad, which arrived in 1857.
had a population 3*209.

Bty 1880 Bristol (Tonnessee-Virginia)

In comparison, in 1880 Kingsport had not more

than 300 people, Blountville 317. Bluff City (then called Uniontown)
U10, Johnson City (incorporated in 1869) 685, Jonesboro 895. end
filizabethton 362.

10

Thus, with the exception of the small town of

Bristol, the rural village was supreme as a central place at that time.
Since 1880 the small villages have grown only slightly, and no faster
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than the rural population as a whole.

Those central places which have

been favored by the location of large industrial plants have grown
immensely during the 1880-I960 period.
Jonesboro
As late as the year 18?0, Jonesboro, the county seat of Washington
County, was the largest town in Upper iiast Tennessee.

Indeed, with a

population of about 900 at that time, Jonesboro was the largest community
between Roanoke to the north and Knoxville to the south.

Jonesboro has

hardly grown since the Civil War, and today has a population within the
incorporated area (the same size as in I860) of only a little over 1,000.
This community has been to a great degree bypassed by time.

It retains

a sizeable number of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century houses,
commercial buildings, and churches, and, as well as any community in dast
Tennessee, expresses the character and flavor of the preindustrial period.
Bristol
Bristol was the first urban creation of the railroad age which
unfolded after the year I85O in Upper iast Tennessee.

The city was

platted in 1852, although the area had been settled since the 1770*3,
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In 1857 the iast Tennessee and Virginia Railroad, of great strategic
significance during the Civil War, reached Bristol, and the town soon
began to grow rapidly.

It should be noted that Bristol is a single city

morphologically, not a "twin," with the central business district exactly
bisected by the Virginia-Tennessee state line.
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In this study the figures

given will refer only to the Tennessee portion of the town, unless otherwise
specified.

Bristol outstripped Jonesboro in size during the 1870's, and

by 1880 had a population of 3,209 in the combined Virginia-Tennessee.
town.

The growth of the combined city has been steady and regular,
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reaching 10,000 by 1900, 20,000 by 1930, and 35,000 by I960.

Table III

gives the city of Bristol, Tennessee, in comparison with other central
places of the area.
At the present time, Bristol has a highly diversified economic base.
It is a commercial center of considerable importance.

Its industrial base

is strongly oriented towards textile, apparel, paper, and wood products
manufacture.

There is no specialized industrial quarter, and several of

the largest apparel plants are located near the central business district.
Bristol' 3 industries are more oriented to female labor and wages are lower
than is true of most of the industries of the other Upper Sast Tennessee
cities.

With about 2,?00 manufacturing employees, Bristol, Tennessee,

has only sixty per cent as many industrial workers as dlizabethton, although
Bristol has twice as large a permanent population. 33

The relatively slight

importance of manufacturing has led to Bristol's industries having a much
smaller laborshed, and, as may be surmised from examining the maps of rural
population density (Fig. 8) and laborshed areas (Fig. 16), Bristol has less
attraction for rural nonfarm industrial workers than the other cities of
Upper £ast Tennessee.
Johnson City
Johnson City somewhat parallels Bristol in its development; both cities
are creations of the railroad age.

From a population of a few hundred in

1880, the town grew to 4,000 by 1090, under the impetus of iron and steel
manufacturing.

During the 1920's Johnson City doubled in population, from

12,000 to 25,000.

Then followed a period of slow growth until the I960*s,

when suburban growth accompanied by urban sprawl occurred largely outside
the administrative limits of the city.

The site is broadly rolling limestone

terrain, less rugged than is usual in Upper oast Tennessee, and it is not
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T A B U III.
TEAR

JONESBORO

1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
19?0
1930
1940
1950
I960
196?

ca. 900
895
937
854
806
815
981
976
1,126
1,148
— — —

POPULATION OF SELECTED URBAN CENTERS, I87O-I967.
BRISTOL,
TENN.

JOHNSON CITY

ca. 600
685
4,161
4.645
8,5 0 2
12,442
25,080
25.332
27,864
31,187
34,712

1,647
3,324
5,271
7,148
8,047
12,005
14,004
16,771
17,582
20,809

ELIZABETHTON

321
362
734
1.270
2,4?8
2,749
8,093
8,516
10,754
10,896
- - -

KINGSPORT

ca. 200
— — —
-----p

— _

ca. 300
5,692
11.914
14,404
19,571
26,314
33,767

SOURCES: 1870: J . B. Killebrew. Introduction to the Resources of
Tennessee (Nashville, 1874); 1880-I96O: Decennial census of popula
tion"! I88O-I96O (listed in bibliography); 1967: Estimated by the
Tennessee State Planning Commission,
especially constricted by the presence of rough hills or ridges.

Before

the Civil War the site was a rich farming area. A post office and hamlet
called Blue Plum had been established by 1849, but the town of Johnson City
was not platted until 1869. ^
Local interests began a promotional campaign to attract industry
in the 1870's, and succeeded in interesting both northern and English
railroad and industrial capital in the potential of the site.

Jonesboro,

eight miles to the west, and in an equally favorable location, continued
as a sleepy courthouse town while the civic leadership of Johnson City
actively attracted industry to the community.

In 1880 the East Tennessee

and Western worth Carolina narrow-gauge railroad was completed for the
purpose of bringing iron ore from Cranberry, North Carolina, forty miles
to the east, to Johnson City where it would be smelted by using coal
brought from West Virginia.

A blast furnace was set up which operated

intermittently until 1912; this was the lineal ancestor of the presentday Johnson City Foundry.

In the first decade of the twentieth century

the city diversified its economic base by attracting a large veteran's
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administration hospital, and in 1909 a stats college was established there.
Thus the city had diversified industrial, aonmeralal, transportation,
35
educational, and governmental functions by the year 1910. J
At the present time, Johnson City is important not only in tertiary
economic activities, but also as a manufacturing center.

Industrial

employment is over 4,400, of which 2,400 are commuters.

Apparel,

furniture, cotton and rayon textiles, brick and tile manufacture, and
an iron foundry are the most important industries.
to attract industry up to the present time, with new

The city has continued
plants employing

over 1,100 workers having been established in the 196O-I966 period.^
elizabethton
The last two cities to be discussed in this section, Blizabethton
and Kingsport, have several characteristics in common, just as Bristol
and Johnson City are somewhat similar in their histories and economic
structures.

Johnson City and Bristol were founded between 1852 and 1869

as railroad centers; and, today, although having strong industrial bases,
they are diversified service centers.

In contrast, both Slizabethton

and Kingsport were very old pre-railroad communities which rapidly became
industrialized and underwent tremendous growth during the 1920-1929 period.
They have remained highly specialized Industrial communities, and today
they are the centers of rural-to-urban commuting in Upper Bast Tennessee.
Blizabethton was platted in 1793 as the county seat of Carter County.
The site, at the confluence of the Doe and Watauga rivers, had been of
central importance in the settlement of Bast Tennessee, having been an
important meeting ground sinoe 1?69.

The setting is scenic with high

hills and mountains rising around the town, which is located on the alluvial
plain of the Watauga River.

As may be surmised from the population figures
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In

Table III, the town slumbered throughout the nineteenth century,

only briefly disturbed by the railroad and mining boom of the early 1890's.
The peace and quiet of the rural Watauga Valley was, however, rudely
disturbed In the year 1925 when a German rayon manufacturing firm, the
American Bemberg Corporation, established a plant on the Watauga floodplain just to the west of the old town.

In 192? a second plant, adjacent

to the first, was established by the Slanzstoff Corporation (Fig. 6).
The establishment of the rayon industry at Elizabethton set off an immedi
ate boom which lasted until 1929.
tripled.

In five years the town's population

In contrast to Kingsport, the industrial town of Elizabethton

had no overall plan, and congestion and overcrowding led to mapy serious
social problems during the late 1920's.

During the Second World War,

the German-owned and-operated plants were taken over by the North American
Rayon Division of the Beaunit Corporation, but traces of German influence

Figure 6. Plant of the North American Rayon
Corporation at Elizabethton, Carter County.
The stream in the foreground is the Watauga River,
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may still be found in family names and in the architecture of certain
residential areas of Rlizabethton,
Since the introduction of the original large industries, Elizabethton
has grown more slowly than any of the other cities of Upper dast Tennessee.
At present it is a highly specialized industrial community, with the
two rayon plants employing 3.700 out of ^,h00 industrial employees in
the city.

It is also a commuting center of prime importance, with 2,900

of the employees being commuters.
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The high density of rural nonfarm

population around ilizabethton may be surmised by examination of Figures
12 and lh.
Kingsport
The growth of Kingsport parallels that of c.lizabethton, except that
it is a more dramatic story.
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The site of Kingsport is on the north

side of the South Fork of the Holston River a few miles above its con
fluence with the North Fork.

It is located near the Long Island of the

Holston, a three-mile-long island which has been used as a place of
rendezvous and habitation since aboriginal tines.

The town is located

at the foot of the high promontory at the north end of the Bays Mountains
(Fig. 1).

The site of Kingsport (called Boat lard before 1882) was impor

tant before the railroad era as the head of practical navigation on the
Holston; here flatboats were built and produce was gathered from the
surrounding area for export.

Boatloads of bar iron, finished iron products,

livestock, grain, salt, and other local products were shipped from Kingsport
to points in west Tennessee and north Alabama.

Kingsport had several

hundred people in the 1830's, a sizeable place for mast Tennessee in
those days.

^1

However, with the coming of the railroad to Bristol and

Johnson City, river navigation became virtually extinct.

Kingsport
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languished as a decaying hamlet of no more than 200 people In the

18?0*s.

I*2

New developments began by the end of the century.

During the

1890's the Clinchfield Railroad was built through the smalt community,
and in 1911 a cement plant was located at Kingsport.
town had about 9°° people.
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Sly 1915 the

In that year a local improvement associa

tion set out to attract industry to the valuable alluvial flats of
Long Island and the north bank of the South Fork of the Holston.

This

culminated in the location at Kingsport of the huge Tennessee Eastman
works in 1920.
by 1930.

Kingsport grew to 6,000 people by 1920, and to 12,000

In order to facilitate this growth, a town plan devised by the

noted city planner John Nolan was adopted.
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The plan featured separate

industrial, residential, and commercial quarters for the city, with broad
arterial streets.

The new town was centered about three miles east of

the old village of Kingsport, thus making possible the preservation of
a number of old landmarks.

Later suburban and urban-fringe developments

outside the area covered by Nolan's original plan have marred the originally
valid concept of a planned industrial community.

That Kingsport was an

industrial and commercial success may be observed by noting the volume
of population Increase given in Table III.
Kingsport has a separate industrial district located on the floodplain on the north bank of the river.

Here the largest plant is that

of the Tennessee bastman Company, which employed about 6,800 people in
1966.

Other large plants are American St. Gobain Glass (3*450 employees),
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and a large paper and pulp mill employing over 1,000 persons. ^

Other

Industrial enterprises manufacture cement, textiles, and munitions.
Kingsport attracts rural nonfarm commuters from a wide area, not only

COUHTV

MILES

Figure 7.

Distribution f employment in Manufacturing, 1966.
{Source: Directory of Tennessee Industries. 1966.)
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from the three-county Upper East Tennessee study area* but also from
neighboring Virginia and Tennessee counties.
In summarising this section on the urban centers of Upper East
Tennessee, perhaps one may generalize three periods of urban growth
in the area.

First, the development of railroads and the iron and

steel industry led to a boom between about i860 and 1893. followed by
a severe depression.

Second, the 1917-1929 period was the most signifi

cant growth period and the most lasting in its effects.

All of the

cities except Bristol achieved their basic form and dimensions during
this period.

The rural commuter also developed his way of life during

these years.

Finally, the post-1945 period has seen a further growth

of urban centers, which is just as important in its land-use aspects
(due to "urban sprawl") as in its demographic character.
Recent Developments
Ehiring the 1950's and 1960's, a strong national and local trend
towards location of plants in rural areas rather than in or adjacent
to cities developed.

In addition, the industries recently attracted

to Upper East Tennessee have been in the fields of electronics and
aerospace components rather than in the traditional textile, synthetic
fibers, chemical, or apparel industries.

In 1952 a large electronics

plant employing 900 people was established in open country southwest
of Bristol; in 1956 an aerospace components plant employing 1,600
workers was established four miles southeast of Bristol; and an electronics
firm employing 800 people was located at the small village of Gray in
Washington County in 1966.
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These three rural plants alone make up

approximately 10 per cent of the manufacturing employment in Upper East
Tennessee.

The new plant locations may in the future have considerable

impact on the location of new rural nonfarm settlement, due to the
tendency of people to relocate near their place of employment.

The

locations of these new Industries established in completely rural
environments are shown on Figure 7,
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CHAPTiSR XII

POPULATION CLASSIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

HISTORICAL GROWTH OF POPULATION
Since the initial settlement of the three-county study area in the
late 1760's by people from the backcountry of Virginia and North Carolina,
the area as a whole has had population increases at every decennial cen
sus period.

Agricultural settlement began between 1768 and 1770 in the

Boone's Creek and Watauga Valley areas, and at about the same time near
the future sites of Kingsport and Bristol.

Population grew rapidly dur

ing those early years, due to high rates of natural increase and net
in-migration.
The high natural rate of increase of the frontier American popula
tion is well attested,^"

Abundance of land, desire to have a large family

for economic and social reasons, and a predominantly youthful age struc
ture were all factors which encouraged a rate of population growth which
was probably near the maximum possible.

Added to these factors was the

very rapid rate of in-migration, as great numbers of farmers sold their
properties east of the mountains and moved west upon hearing of the fer
tile lands in the Great Valley.

Perhaps more important than property

owners in the westward movement were the younger sons of bountiful families
who left for the frontier in hope of getting land of their own.

Popula

tion growth was so rapid that by the year 1?8 0 , twelve years after the
first settlement, the Watauga settlements were able to send **80 men to
the battle of Kings Mountain, in spite of the need to keep a considerable
force at the home forts to guard against attacks by the Cherokee Indians.

2

k9
Raw frontier conditions, exposed to Indian attacks, probably lasted only
about twenty years in this area— from about 1?68 until about 1790,

By

that time the frontier was moving rapidly southwestward following the
trend of the Valley of dast Tennessee.

Greensville, 25 miles southwest

of Jonesboro, was founded in 1785; Rogersvllle, 30 miles west of Kingsport,
was founded in 1789; and Knoxville, 90 miles southwest of Jonesboro,
was founded in 1791.

3

Ety the year 1810, the area was probably a region

of out-migration, as the continuing rapid rate of natural increase tended
to overstock the land with people, and the lure of the western frontier
tended to draw small landholders and landless offspring away from the
area.

This early filling up of the land, the lack of apy economic base

other than agriculture, the lure of the western frontier, and, at a later
period, the northern city, led to a condition of out-migration which
continues, in spite of twentieth-century local Industrialization, to
t he pre se nt day.
Precise figures on the early nineteenth-century population of the
study area are difficult to determine for two reasons.

The first is

that the census data for that time period are unreliable to a degree
which is unknown today.

Secondly, the formation of counties continued

in northeast Tennessee until 1875.

Johnson County was formed from Carter

in 1836, and Unicoi County was formed from parts of Washington and Carter
counties in 1875>

Figures for minor civil divisions were first reported

in i860, so that by subtracting the 1860 and 1870 populations of the
minor civil divisions which were known to have formed Unicoi County in
1675, one can derive the population of the study area within its present
boundaries to i86 0.
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Washington and Sullivan counties had approximateXy the same popula
tion and the same growth rates until about 191?.

The growth of Johnson

City after 1680 was balanced by the growth of Bristol in Sullivan County.
After 1917. Kingsport, under the stimulus of industrialization, began
to grow rapidly, and after that time the total populations of Washington
and Sullivan counties, Instead of being about the same, began to diverge
widely.

Today Sullivan County, with over 120,000 people, has nearly twice

as many people as Washington County with 70,000.
had the same population, about 39,000 each.

In 1918 both counties

In the intervening five

decades, Washington County has doubled its population while Sullivan's
has nearly quadrupled.

Thus a general agricultural decline associated

with uneven urban growth has led to considerable geographic imbalances
of population.
Carter County, geographically more remote and agriculturally poorly
endowed, has had a somewhat different population history.

The county

was almost entirely agricultural until after the year 1920.

Due to the

high fertility rates of the rural population, its growth rate was rapid
between 18?0 and 1 9 2 0 , although the rate of population increase was slow
ing.

During the 1870-1920 period the Carter County population grew at

a faster rate than that of the other two study counties.

However, the

really rapid growth period in Carter County's history oame after the
establishment of the rayon industry in tilizabethton in 1925*

Between

1925 and 1990 the population of Carter County grew from about 23,000 to
35*000, or an average annual rate of increase of 3*5 per cent.

In addition

to industrialization, a strong migration back to the rural areas from
the depression-stricken northern oities also boosted the rate of population
growth.

After the outbreak of the Second World War, Carter County became
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in area of vary heavy out-migration, as the depression in-elgrants and
many others moved out of the area to work In defense plants in other
parts of the country.

After the war this process, which has been called

the "Great Migration," continued.^

Carter County has had no sizeable

increase in industrial employment for over thirty years, and a high rate
of unemployment prevails.

In this respect it is considerably different

from the other two study counties.

Between 1950 and i960 the population

of Carter County actually declined by about 1 per cent, and the Increase
during the 1960's has probably been less than 2 per cent,
FACTORS INFLUENCING POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
Physiographic Factors
Although the average density of population in the study area was
211 per square mile in 196?, there are large areas which are not populated
at all due to the nature of theterrain.

In fact, unpopulated areas comprise

about 16 per cent of the entire study area, and the areas which are actually
populated had an average density of 252 persons per square mile in 1967.
Areas which may be described as mountainous, that is having a local relief
of over 1,000 feet, constitute the largest unpopulated areas.

In Carter

County, for example, over half of the area may be considered as belonging
to the mountainous category.

In Washington County, the only major areas

of mountainous terrain occur along the southeastern boundary on ftiffalo,
Cherokee, and Embreeville mountains; Sullivan County has the Bays Moun
tains on the west and Holston Mountain on the east.

In Carter County

the mountains have several coves and relatively open valleys with very
dense population.

These islands of dense population in the Doe River

Cove, Tiger Valley, and Roan Mountain areas may be identified on Figure 6 .
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The exposures of Savior shale which ooour In several parts of the
area fora another type of terrain of limited potential for settlement.
These loosely consolidated, thinly bedded, friable shales of Ordovician
age have eroded into extremely steep hills, known locally as "knobs."
The soils which are derived from this formation are very poor for either
agriculture or pasturage, and the steep slopes with meager vegetation
cover lead to rapid soil erosion when deforested.

Building of roads and

driveways is expensive and the possibility of washouts is great.

Settle

ment is restrieted to narrow steep-walled valleys which cut at right
angles across the strike of the formation.

Due to the physioal drawbacks

and the largely municipal or corporate ownership of many of the wooded
shale lands, expansion of settlement into this type of terrain, except
for rare cases, is unlikely in the near future.
The major outcrop of Sevier shale begins on the northwestern flank
of Holston Mountain in Sullivan County, and includes the basin of South
Holston Lake.

The same formation extends across the northwestern corner

of Carter County, and finally ends in fault scarps at the northeastern
edge of Johnson City.

Except for the steep-sided, narrow-floored antece

dent valleys, often containing closely spaced habitations, whieh cross
this belt, this range of shale hills has little population.
A second set of shale hills exists in three ranges south and east
of Bristol (Fig. 2).

From west to east, these shale ridges are the Beaver

Creek Knobs, the White Top Knobs, and the Paperville Knobs.

Although

surrounded by urban and semiurban population densities, these hills are
virtually devoid of population, exeept in a few transverse gaps.

Such

heavily wooded areas provide useful recreational areas for the nearby
urban

population.

5*
A smaller urea of Sevier ahale surround* the precipitous Bays
Mountains near Kingsport.

Kingsport itself is built on the flood-

plain and terraoe of the South Fork of the Holston River, but to the
northeast of Kingsport is an area immediately adjacent to the city
which Is conspicuous for its low population density.

This is another

narrow belt of stream-dissected Sevier shale.
A third type of terrain which tends to discourage settlement
constitutes the floodplains of the creeks which are tributary to the
major rivers.

These creek bottoms, such as on Horse Creek south of

Kingsport, Reedy Creek east of Kingsport, and Buffalo Creek between
Johnson City and Sliaabethton, all out through areas of dense rural
population.

Yet their floodplains are generally devoid of settlement.

This is not beoause of their value for agriculture, for it is generally
true that nonagricultural population and settlement are densest precisely
on those lands whioh are best for agriculture.

The creeks flood quite

badly, not having been danaed for flood-control purposes.

For example,

in Kingsport the floodplaln of Reedy Creek is soned for floodway use.
Thus, the relatively smooth and accessible areas of Knox dolomite and
limestone, as well as a few small areas of terraces, mountain valleys,
and coves, are the primary locations of settlement and population in
Upper Sast Tennessee.
Cultural and Economic Factors
The basic culture of the Appalaohian dweller is a rural one.
Perhaps more than aqy other major American subcultural group, the
native of the Appalachians is predominantly an agriculturalist.

Even

when economic and social forces beyond his control force him to turn
to alternative ways of making a living, he is still an inveterate
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gardener. Hie financial status generally prevents him from becoming a
large landowner with a substantial income from farming; instead he is
more likely to b e t and willing to remain, the owner of a small pieoe
of rural property.

In reoent years there has been a powerful

urge in

the direction of urbanisation for the rural farmer of Appalachia; employment in one of the small local industrial cities, work in the ooal mines
of the Cumberland Plateau, or manual labor in the large industrial olties
of the midwest or northeast has attracted him.

Yet, in times of economic

hardship, or In cases of retirement or old age, most migrants of Appala
chian origin seek to return to the native rural country side, and, if
possible, acquire a small acreage for gardening or stockraising.

Remunera

tive work near enough to his rural home to allow daily commuting is even
more to his liking.

This permits him to live within the preferred open-

country setting, to keep a garden, perhaps a small tobaoco patch, and a
few head of livestock, as well as enabling him to be near the locale
of his favorite sports of hunting and fishing.

His educational background

usually is not sufficient for him to qualify for a white-collar occupation.
Instead, he is attracted to manual labor in industry or construction.
Jobs in these fields, if reasonably well paying and secure, are considered
to be "good" Jobs, carry an honorable status, and enable the rural worker
to combine an urban scale of Income with a rural way of life.

Thus,

in Upper £ast Tennessee more industrial workers come from the rural non
farm population group than from the urban population group (Table IV).
This is true not only as far as numbers of Industrial workers are concerned,
but it is also true when the proportions of workers from different plaoeof-residence classifications are considered.

TABUS IV.

employment Group

Farmers and
Farm Laborers

aMPLQYMiiNT STRUCTURE BY PLACB CF RaSHHSffi, I960.

Urban
Number Per cent

Rural Nonfarm
Number Per cent

Farm
Number Per cent

Total
Number Per cent

195

0.6

1,057

3.7

3,156

38.3

4,423

6.4

12,694

39.0

15,355

54.1

3,045

36.9

31,094

45.0

Household and Service
Workers

4,250

13.0

2,357

8.3

399

4.8

7,016

10.1

Professional, Technical,
and Managerial

7,547

23.2

4,341

15.3

761

9.2

12,649

18.3

Clerical and Sales
Workers

7,830

24.0

5,149

18.1

917

11.1

13,696

20.1

32,492

100.0

28,349

100.0

8,237

100.0

69,078

100.0

Craftsmen, Operatives,
Foremen, and Laborers

Total

Note:

These data include figures for both male and female employment.
comprised 30.4 percent of the employed work force.

In I960, females

SOURCn: United States Census of Population, I960. Volume I, Characteristics of the Population.
Part **4, Tennessee (Washington, 1963). Tables 84 (pp.222-229), 91 (pp. 255-262), 93
(pp. 268-276)
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The Appalachian dweller has not only * deep attachment to the general
conoept of rural living, but he also has a strong desire to live near
olose kin and In the precise area In whieh he grew up.

This conserva

tive influence tends to slow the rate of urbanization In the residential
sense, but probably does not impede the rate of employment in the local
cities.

Many urban workers put mobile hones on their father's farm or

oarve out lots from the anoestral landholding for the construotlon of
nonfarm hones (Figures 27 and 28).

Immediate family and in-laws may

live within a short distance of each other, and this proximity may lead
to little clusterings of settlement in a rural area.

The willingness

to seek employment away from hone is much stronger than the desire to
create a new home in a totally new environment.
There are other factors of

a purely technical or economic nature

which strongly affect the distribution of rural nonfarm population.
For example, the location of new transportation routes has probably been
one of the major positive factors in encouraging a redistribution of
population.

As has been mentioned previously, Bristol, Johnson City,

and Kingsport are virtually creations of the railroads.

Johnson City

has the last Tennessee and Western North Carolina, Southern, and Clinchfield
railroads, and the early industrial boom of the 1890’s was based upon
the city being a center of assemblage for raw materials carried by rail.
Bristol began to grow only after the arrival of the old Virginia, Sast
Tennessee and Georgia railroad in 1857.

Kingsport grew only after the

arrival of the Clinchfield railroad in 1908.^

In addition to the larger

communities, most of the villages of the area which originated during
the nineteenth century are also looated on railroads.

Examples are Telford,

Limestone, Watauga, Piney Flats, and Bluff City on the Southern, and Gray
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on the Clinchfield.

Other communities, such as Roan Mountain, Hampton,

O'Brien, and iSmbreevi lie, achieved their early growth as small centers
on rail lines vhioh have since been abandoned.

Today instead of being

rail depots, they retain importance as service centers or dormitory com
munities due to their location on major automobile routes.

Thus the

period of railroad construction between about 1852 and 1913 led to the
growth of cities at rail Junctions and of small, but viable, village
centers spaced at distances of six to eight miles along the railroad
lines.

Although the importance of the railroads to these small centers

has declined, their later servicing by paved roads has prevented their
total eclipse.
The introduction of the automobile and the paved all-weather highway
led to a second period of growth for communities which are largely differ
ent in function from the earlier rail-based centers.

The introduction

of the paved highway has permitted the development of the automobile
commuter community along the highways.

During the early nineteenth century

roads were maintained for the use of stagecoaches and farmers, but after
the Introduction of the railroad, road maintenance fell into a decline
which did not end until after the general Introduction of the automobile.
Both Sullivan and Washington counties began to develop their rural road
systems between 1910 and 1920.

State and federal numbered highways were

introduced in the 1920's, and the Johnson City-Kingsport highway, which
opened a completely new cross-country route, was completed in 1931.
Connecting highways between the other major centers were opened at about
the same time, although these other paved routes generally followed pre
existing routes.

These new highways, accompanied by the practice of

home-to-worh commuting, led to the rapid development of the new residen
tial communities clustered along the roads.

This development is in
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complete contrast to the fontsr settlement pattern of county seat villages,
scattered general store hamlets, and dispersed farmsteads.
Finally, the development of the Tennessee Valley Authority reser
voirs In Upper £ast Tennessee has had looal Impacts on the distribution
of population.

During the late 194+0*8 a total of 1,277 families were

removed from the basins of four Upper Sast Tennessee lakes, Involving a
total of perhaps 6,000 people.

Over half of these (761 families) came

from the basin of Watauga Lake in Carter County; this Involved the com
plete relocation of the small villages of Fish Springs and Butler to nearby
areas.

It has been estimated that 65 to 90 per cent of the displaced

families relocated in the county of previous residence, so that this
7
redistribution has been of largely local significance.
POPULATION CLASSIFICATION
Introduction
The classification of population groups according to place of resi
dence is In many respects a geographic problem.

Other types of popula

tion classifications may be based upon occupation (economic classification),
or political subdivisions (the primary factor in census classifications).
However, a geographic classification of population should take into account
not only economic and administrative factors, but also the effects which
different economic groups have upon the cultural landscape of an area.
The population may then be classified according to the land-use category
in which residence occurs.

On this basis it may be possible to arrive

at a valid geographic distinction between urban and rural residence;
an urbanised area is one in which the land is so built-up and devoted
to nonagricultural land uses that the land is effectively denied to any
traditional form of rural land use (crop farming, grazing, forestry).

6o
Conversely, a rural area Is one in which the major proportion of the
land is being used for the traditional forms of land use.

This is the

sense in which the terms "rural11 and "urban" are used in this study,
with no specific economic or administrative connotations.

This type

of definition obviously does not take into account the occupations of
the people who live in these areas, and, as shall be seen, the great
majority of persons living in the geographically rural areas of Upper
hast Tennessee are actually involved in occupations of a distinctly nonagricultural character.
The Bureau of the Census definition of urban population is based
upon the population residing within census boundary divisions of incor
porated or unincorporated places of 2 ,5 0 0 persons or more, except in
central cities of over 50,000 population, around with certain unincorO
porated urbanized areas have been defined.
Since Upper hast Tennessee
has no incorporated places of over 50,000 population, no urbanized fringe
areas have been delimited by the Bureau of the Census.

In this paper

census figures will be identified as such, when used, in order to avoid
confusion with the writer's own estimates.
Discussion and Definition of Terms
In Upper hast Tennessee, in common with most other parts of the
United States, the geographic city, or the contiguously built-up urbanized
area, does not closely match the area of the political city.

This phenome

non of the "underbounded" city, in contrast to the "truebounded" or "over
bounded" city is becoming more and more a characteristic of American
cities of all sizes as urban expansion and sprawl exceed the rates of
political incorporation or a n n e x a t i o n . ^

Table V gives the areas of both

the geographic and political cities of the study area.

The trend towards

6l
the underbounded oity is a reoent one in Upper East Tennessee; in 19^0
the areas of the geographic cities and the administrative oities were
approximately equal.
TABLE V.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND GEOGRAPHIC AREAS OF CITIES.

c m

INCORPORATED AREA, I960
(Administrative City)

BUILT-UP AREA, 196?
(Geographical City)

Kingsport

^,160 acres

1 1 ,65^ acres

Johnson City

7,296

11.330

Bristol (Tenn.)

2,880

5,395

Elizabethton

3,108

3.U2

SOURCES: United States Bureau of the Census. City and County Data Book.
1967 (Washington, 196?), Table A-2, pp. 60^-605; Author*s figures.
The trend towards urban sprawl and reduced density of population
in recently built-up areas has gone so far that the literature reflects
some uncertainty concerning the validity of the rural-urban dichotomy
as a geographic concept.

For example, one recent author states, "The

edge of the geographic city is not a sharp one; Indeed, the whole idea
does not lend itself in practice to exact definition.
it has value as a concept."^

Nevertheless,

Another urban geographer writes, "Nowa

days there is no longer either socially or physically a simple clearcut dichotomy

town and country; rather it is an urban-rural continum

that presents Itself.

There is no definite point where rural ends and

urban begins."^
In spite of these skeptical statements concerning the existence of
finite boundaries between rural and urban areas, some distinction between
rural and urban seems necessary if the modern landscape is to be analyzed
and interpreted from a geographical point of view.

If this is not to
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be the case, then one of the most Important techniques of geographic
analysis, the regional concept, will become Invalid In urban geography.
The problem of delineating urbanized areas Is actually no different than
that of delineating any other type of regional boundary.

Some regional

boundaries are quite sharp and clear-cut; others are broadly transitional,
and when shown by a line on a map they represent compromise solutions
to the problem of regional boundaries.

However, in Upper East Tennessee

the boundaries of the urbanized areas studied by the writer are usually
discrete and definable.

The boundaries between urbanized and nonurbanized

areas, are, of course, dynamic ones; Figure 9 shows the locations of the
Upper East Tennessee built-up areas as they were in 196?, and also illus
trates the dynamic character of tt ise geographic boundaries by recording
their expansion over a period of two-thirds of a century.
Deciding whether or not all of these built-up areas are truly urban
and whether or not the people living in built-up areas should be included
as part of the urban population is another matter.

In Upper East Tennessee

over sixty separate built-up areas have been delineated by the writer.
They vary in size from Kingsport with 11,000 acres and 5^,000 people
down to small areas of no more than kO acres with 100 people.

Only four

built-up areas have over 2,500 population (Kingsport, Johnson City, Bristol,
and Elizabethton).

These four communities may certainly be classed as

urban in both size and function, and outrank any other population center
in the area to such an extent that they should be classed together; they
are the only truly urban centers of the area.

Therefore, the geographic

or built-up cities of Kingsport, Johnson City, Bristol, and Ellzabethton
with about 59 per cent of the total population of the Upper East Tennessee
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area should be classified as the only true urban centers.

The other

built-up centers should be classified separately beoause of their very
distinct functional and morphological features.
Smaller built-up areas and population nuoleations are neither urban
nor rural in mar^y respects.

According to the Bureau of the Census defini

tion, populated areas with fewer than 2 ,5 0 0 population are rural and
rural nonfarm in character.

Functionally, they are primarily urban in

character, with the residential industrial commuter predominating.

Mor

phologically, most of these separate residential communities are similar
to the recently developed residential fringes of the four small cities
of Upper tiast Tennessee,

Geographic separation from the central city

should not necessarily consign these small nucleated communities to the
rural category in this day of rapid automobile transportation.

However,

since these small population centers do lack the full range of urban
services they are not true urban communities either.

In this paper these

smaller built-up areas will be classified as nucleated rural nonfarm.
Thus the rural nonfarm population can be subdivided into two basic cate
gories of a geographical significance:

nucleated and dispersed.

The rural population, and in particular the rural nonfarm popula
tion, is the residential group which is to receive emphasis here.

This

residential olass is relatively negleoted in geographic and demographic
literature.

The Census Bureau classification of rural nonfarm popula

tion provides only a convenient pigeonhole for groups which fit neither
the traditional urban nor rural farm classification.

Other students

of this problem have observed that, "The 1rural nonfarm1 category, which
at present Includes a sizeable component of the Southern Appalachian
population is a statistical rather than a sociological for geographical
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classification."

12

Oar knowledge of the component parts and geographical

significance of the rural nonfarm population is meager.
In this study the rural nonfarm population is defined as the nonagricultural population (using the Census Bureau's definition of agri
cultural population) which is not living in the contiguous built-up areas
or geographic cities of Kingsport, Johnson City, Bristol, and Elizabethton.
This leaves a total of about 75,000 people in the rural nonfarm category
(3 2 per cent of the total population of the study area), as compared to
the I960 Census figures of 9@i057 rural nonfarm people (44.5 per cent of
the total i960 population) for the three counties.

Thus the census classifi

cation and the classification used here differ considerably.
The rural nonfarm population, as defined for the purposes of this
study, and relating specifically to the area of Upper East Tennessee,
is divided into two major components.

The first group is composed of

the small agglomerated or nucleated settlements which are noncontiguous
to the major cities.

On Figure 19, it can be seen that there are fifty-

nine of these small, non-urban nucleations, and Table VI Indicates that
they had in 196? * combined population of about 26,000 or 11.2 per cent
of the total population of the area.
group lives in Sullivan County.

More than half of this population

These built-up areas range in size from

less than forty acres and about a hundred people up to the suburb of
Colonial Heights south of Kingsport with approximately 1,200 acres and
2,500 population.
The second basic component of the rural nonfarm population of Upper
East Tennessee is made up of the dispersed population living in soattered
locations thoughout the countryside.

These could be referred to as the

"real" rural nonfarm population, in oontrast to the "semi" rural nonfarm
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population of the small nucleatlons.

The bulk of the rural nonfarm popula

tion Is in the dispersed rural nonfarm group:

about 48,000 people or

20.8 per cent of the total population of the area.

iSach county has about

the same number of dispersed rural nonfarm people, ranging from 15,000
to 17,000 each (Table VI).

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the dis

persed rural nonfarm population at the present time.
Tables VI and VII summarize the changes in population which took
place in these two subgroups of the rural nonfarm population during the
1940-196? period.

Both groups are increasing in population, but the nuc

leated rural nonfarm population is increasing in number more rapidly
than is the dispersed nonfarm population.

During the 1940-196? period,

the nucleated nonfarm areas increased in population from 10,900 to 25,200,
a growth of 140 per cent, while the dispersed rural nonfarm population
increased from 2 7 ,90 0 to 48,900 population, for a growth of only 75 per
cent.

Discrete small nucleatlons increased in number during the same

period from thirty to fifty-nine.

Table XIV shows that the acreage of

land utilized by small nonfarm nucleatlons increased from about

3.800

acres in 1940 to about 12,100 acres in 1967.
DISTRIBUTION CF THE RURAL POPULATION
Figure 10 shows in the form of a dot map the distribution of the
rural nonfarm population, and, for purposes of comparison, Figure 11
gives the distribution of the rural farm population.

Differences in

the distributional patterns of these two economic groups are at once
evident.
The rural farm population, as discussed above, is declining at the
present time, and the dot map reflects its present-day sparsity.

In

1964 there were only about twenty rural farm residents per square mile
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TABLi VI.

R&SIQBNIIAL DISTRIBUTION CF POPULATION, 196?.

Type of Area

Carter

Sullivan

Urban Areas

14,900

81,300

Washington

Total

Percentage
of Total

42,150

138,350

58.9

42,150

44,500
12,550
54,450
26,850

Johnson City
Blizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

2,350
12.550

Other Nucleatlons

6.300

15.050

4,850

26,200

2,200
4,100

2,700
12,350

3,500
1,350

8,400
17,800

21,200

96.350

4?,000

164,550

70.1

4.644

8,396

6,277

21,317

9.1

1,566
3.078

3,411
4,985

4,585
3.692

9.562
11,755

4.1
5.0

Dispersed Rural Nonfarm

16,100

17,650

15,150

48,900

20.8

Total Dispersed Population

20,750

26,050

23,450

70,250

29.9

TOTAL BSTIMAISD POPULATION

41,950

122,400

70,450

234,800

100.0

Rural Villages
Residential Suburbs

Total Nucleated Population

Farm Population
Full-Time Farm
Part-Time Farm

3QURCSS:

Farm Population:

54,450
26,850

Census of Agriculture. 1964; Other Figures:

11.2

Computations by Author,
os
00

T A B U VII.

RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION CF POPULATION, 1940.

Type of Area

Carter

Sullivan

Washington

Urban Areas

8,600

29,300

26,500

64,400

26,500

26,500
8,600
15.100
14,200

Johnson City
Elizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

8,600
15,100
14,200

Total

Percentage
of Total
41.3

3,735

4,990

2,180

10,905

1,210
2,525

950
4,040

1.380
800

3,540
7.365

Total Nucleated Population

12,335

34,290

28,680

75.305

48.3

Farm Population

1^,352

21,260

17,004

52,616

33.8

9.173
5,179

14.753
6,507

11.755
5,249

35.661
16,935

22.9
10.9

8,U40

13.535

5.947

27,922

17.9

Total Dispersed Population

22,792

34,795

22,951

80,538

51-7

TOTAL POPUUTION

35,127

69.085

51.631

155.843

100.0

Other Nucleatlons
Rural Villages
Residential Suburbs

Full-Time Farm
Part-Time Farm
Rural Nonfarm

7.0

SOURCES: Total Population: Census of Population. 1940. Volume II, Part 6. Farm Population:
of Agriculture. 1940. Volume I, Part 4. Other Figures: Computations by Author.
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in Upper iiast Tennessee, whereas in the late 1930's there were fifty.
The most striking characteristic of the rural farm population distribu
tion, other than its relative sparseness when compared to the dispersed
rural nonfarm population, is its strongly uniform pattern.

Disregarding

the mountainous areas and the Tennessee Valley Authority lake surfaces,
the rural farm population is remarkably evenly distributed.

The farm

population shows little relationship to the general trends of the relief,
except in the very rough areas of eastern Carter County.

This may be

partly due to the degree of generalization on the dot map (one dot repre
sents three farmsteads), but it does illustrate the rather uniform charac
ter of the agricultural potential of the limestone lands, as well as the
general absence of regional variations in the size of agricultural holdings.
Since the basic agricultural system evolved and farmstead site location
took place before the introduction of the modern paved highway, the farm
stead distribution is not at all oriented towards the present-day major
transportation routes.

It reflects rather well the distribution of arable

land.
On the other hand, the dispersed rural nonfarm population has developed
mainly since 1920 during the automobile era and under the influence of
modern paved highways.

Since the rural farmer and the rural commuter

are interested in two different things when it comes to locating a homesite, it is to be expected that their choice of homestead locations will
be different.

The farmer is oriented to the location of good arable

land; distance to market and position in relation to main routes, although
Important, are secondary to this consideration.

The nonfarm ruralite

is not as interested in the value of the land for agriculture; he wants
a location convenient to his place of work and to amenities such as school.
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store, and recreation.

Rural nonfarm settlement may be located practically

anywhere in the area that settlement is possible.

However, Figure 10

indicates that the rural nonfarm population is not only more numerous
than the farm population, It is also less uniformly distributed.

Again,

like the farm population, nonfarm settlement generally avoids the mountains
and the steep shale uplands, and is concentrated on the limestone lands.
The major area of contrast is that the dispersed rural nonfarm popula
tion is more oriented toward proximity to the cities and to major trans
portation routes.
Areas of conspicuously high density of rural nonfarm settlement
(over 200 per square mile) fall into three classes:
environs of towns

first, the immediate

(although there are significant exceptions to this);

second, along major transportation routes; and, third, valleys and coves
along the edge of or within the mountainous areas. This type of distribuII
tion seems to fit the Von Thunen hypothesis of annular zones of economic
activity around oentral cities rather well.

13

Comparison of Figures 8 and 10 will show that the most conspicuous
area of dispersed rural nonfarm population is in the broad belt of dense
settlement extending from Jonesboro on the west northeastward through
Johnson City and filizabethton, and on up the Stoney Creek valley.

Since

the 1920's this belt has been a major axis of population in Upper ttast
Tennessee.

Before that time this area was primarily rolling limestone

farmland lying between the two local county seats and trading centers
of Jonesboro and ilizabethton, fourteen miles apart.

The growth of manu

facturing in Jiilizabethton and Johnson City, as well as Johnson City's
varied service and trade functions, have provided an opportunity for
both working-class and middle-class rural settlement developments.

The Stoney Creek area in particular is characterised by the dense settle
ment of industrial workers, many of whoa own small acreages.

The thickly

settled area between Johnson City and Blizabethton known as Happy Valley
also has a dense population (200 to 1,000 per square mile) and a highly
subdivided land-owership pattern.

With settlement filling up these valley

the rate of development has slowed in recent years.

Both

south and south

east of Slizabethton the valleys of Cap and Powder creeks and Siam Valley
have rural nonfarra population densities of from 100 to 200 per square
mile.

A conspicuous linear development is to be seen on the map north

of Slizabethton where the Slizabethton-Bristol highway cuts through the
rough hills of Sevier shale.

The dense linear settlement along this route

has developed only since the construction of the paved highway in 1925.

1^

Before that time most of the settlement in these hills was in a neigh*
boring valley about a mile to the e a s t . ^

Between Johnson City and

Jonesboro the settlement is also of house-to-house density.

Fairly dense

(100 to 200 per square mile) nonfarm settlement also occurs on the open
rolling terrain southwest of Johnson City and south of Jonesboro.
Thus one may travel from the west edge of Jonesboro east to
Slizabethton and then south to Valley Forge, a distance of about twenty
miles, without ever really entering open country.

This settlement axis

is old, dating from the rapid growth of Johnson City and Slizabethton
during the 1925-1929 period.
Along the Johnson City-Kingsport highway, muoh of the area is
classified by the writer as nucleated rural nonfarm in character.

How

ever, along the tributary roads at right angles to this major route,
dense settlement occurs as well.
ment.

This is primarily a post-19^5 develop

Also, southwest of Kingsport and within easy driving distance

7**
(lass than tan Milas) of the Eastman works, dense and developing settle
ment lies along the Kingsport-Sullivan Gardens road and between Sullivan
Gardens and Colonial Heights (Fig. 1).

Much of this area was Initially

developed in the 1920* s.
Between Kingsport and Bristol the major area of growth has been
along the Old Highway (paved 1925), In contrast to the New Highway
(opened 1961).

Communities are strung along the old road In pendant

fashion, with Blountville forming the center.
chiefly since 19**5.

The area has developed

Another area of dense nonfarm settlement, largely

of recent origin, is located southeast of Bristol in the Ruthton area.
A few other areas of dense population, having 100 to 200 people
per square mile, exist in comparatively out-of-the-way locations.

Examples

are the Liberty-Philadelphia area in the southeastern corner of Washington
County, the Bumpass Cove area around Smbreeville, and the Burbank area
south of the village of Roan Mountain in the southeastern corner of Carter
County.

These areas were apparently once the seats of very old and dense

agricultural populations.

They are in valleys or oaves which were rela

tively inaccessible until recently.

In general, these densely populated

coves and cones along the foot of the mountains have had large popula
tions since early times, and began to decline relatively in population
during the decade between 19**0 and 1930.
CHANGES IN POPULATION DISTRIBUTION.
Decline of the Farm Population
Since the taking of the 1933 Census of Agriculture the purely agri
cultural population of Upper East Tennessee has undergone a persistent
decrease in each five-year agricultural census period, and since about
193*4 the decline has been accelerated.

In 1900, over 38,000 of the
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64.000 total population living In the study area at that time was rural
farm (Table VIII).

The farm population reached a peak of 55.000 In 1935

(during the return migration of the depression), but It has shown a decline
In every succeeding census period.

Between 1954 and 1964 the rural farm

component of the population decreased from 38.000 to 21,000, an average
rate of decrease of 5.5 per cent per year.

The total number of farms

declined from 9.815 In 1939 to 6,184 In 1964.

The precipitous decline

of the farm population has affected the total number of rural dispersed
population, which Is actually less today than It was In 1940.

In 1940

the total dispersed population was 80,000; by 196? it had declined to
70.000 (Tables VI and VII).

This change involved a decrease In the farm

population of 3 1 .00 0 and an Increase In the dispersed nonfarm population
of 21,000.
Several processes help to account for the decline of the farm popula
tion.

First, mar\y farms in areas of marginal productivity have been

completely abandoned and allowed to revert to woods and brush; second,
some farms have been subdivided or sold for use as suburban residential
or Industrial property; and, third, many small farms have been amalgamated
into larger holdings.

However, the most important, but commonly over

looked, factor in population decline is the reduction in the average
number of persons per nuclear family or household unit.

The decline

in the number of children per family, the Increase in the average age
of farmers, and the reduotlon in amount of hired help on the farm have
all led to a decrease in the average number of persons per farm in the
three counties from 5.36 in 1939 to 3.45 in 1964,

This factor alone

accounts for nearly two-thirds of the decrease of the Upper East Tennessee
farm population.

In 1964 only 9.1 per cent of the total population of
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the study area were rural farm people,
TABLE VIII.

UPPER EAST TENNESSEE:

POPULATION GROWTH,

1860-1960
Rural Nonfarm

Urban

fear

Farm

1860

—

—

—

32,557

18?0

—

—

—

3**, 76**

1880

—

—

2,69**

****,521

1890

—

—

8,219

5**, 622

Total

1900

38,852

1**, 389

11,186

6**, **27

1910

**2,128

16,670

18,128

76,926

1920

*+*+,535

18,33**

28,930

91.799

192**

*+5,2*+9

1930

**6,1?6

22,8**?

57.092

193**

55.310

—

—

19**0

52,616

**0,971

62,256

155.8 *+3

19***+

**8,698

—

—

1950

**5.63**

195*+

38,106

i960

26,530

—

—

63,399
—

98,057

—

88, **33
—

95.962

126,115

197. **66
—
220, 5**9

SOURCES: Decennial censuses of population, 1860-1960; Censuses of
Agriculture, 1925, 1935, 19**5. 195**.
Areas of Population Increase and Decrease
Two basic factors appear to be leading to significant changes in
the geographical distribution of rural population in Upper East Tennessee.
First of all, the farm population has been decreasing at a rapid rate
since about 1935.

Secondly, the rural nonfarm population has been grow

ing rapidly since the advent of industrialization about 1920.

What is

7?
known of the contrasting nature of the distribution of these two popula
tion groups should lndloate that the rates of population change will
not be the same everywhere in the rural areas of Upper East Tennessee,
Areas which have resained dominantly agricultural will have declining
populations, areas which are doninantly nonfarm will have increasing
populations; and areas which have approximately balanced economies will
have populations which are stable in the numerical sense, but with chang
ing rations of farm to nonfarm people.
The British geographer S. W. fi. Vince has presented a classification
of rural population of technically advanced countries which may help to
explain the differential rates of population change in Upper East Tennessee."^
He divided the rural populations into the following socioeconomic groups:
(1) Primary Rural (farmers, foresters); (2) Secondary Rural, serving
the needs of the primary (teachers, clergy, small merchants, etc.); and
(3) Adventitious Rural (retired, exurbanites, commuters, etc.).

17

In

this classification it is obvious that the first and third groups (Pri
mary and Adventitious) are the most significant to the changing popula
tion and settlement geography of Upper East Tennessee, since the fortunes
of the Secondary Rural population largely depend upon the existence of
the Primary group.

Vince classifies changes in the composition of the

rural population aocording to whether there is rural dilution or rural
18
depopulation.
Rural dilution involves an increasing total population,
but a decreasing primary or agricultural population.

It is this type

of growth which is most common in Upper East Tennessee, and is leading
to the erosion and ultimate disappearance of the bucolic or pastoral
nature of the area.

The two classes indicating the greatest rates of

population growth on Figure 12 (population increases of over 50 per oent
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during the 1940-196? period) are indicative of a very rapid rate of rural
dilution.

On the other hand, rural depopulation, with the proportion

of adventitious or rural nonfarm population increasing, is characteristic
of the areas of population loss Indicated on Figure 12.

The farm popula

tion of these areas is declining, but the adventitious rural nonfarm
is not Increasing rapidly enough to maintain the population.

The areas

of approximately balanced or stable population on Figure 12 are areas
in which the primary population is decreasing, and the adventitious popula
tion is increasing enough to balance or slightly exceed the rate of pri
mary population loss.

This process leads to a slight overall increase

in population, which is less than the regional average population increase.
It is apparent that decreasing rural population is related to areas of
dominantly farm population, and that increasing rural population is related
to areas inhabited by a predominantly nonfarm rural population.
Zones of declining population, as illustrated on Figure 12, are
largely associated with inaeoessabllity,

Areas near the mountains,

isolated valleys and coves, in spite of their often dense population,
are regions of population balance or decline.

Offering poor agricultural

resources, these areas are also remote in a travel-time sense from centers
of employment and lose population through out-migration in spite of a
high rate of natural increase.

Other areas quite near the cities, for

example, small districts south and southeast of Kingsport and north of
Johnson City have had population losses.

These small areas, even though

within sight of the city, may be quite Isolated due to terrain and/or
the absence of convenient bridges over the rivers.
is also in government or corporate ownership.

Some of this land

A third type of area with

total population losses, of course, are the basins of the Tennessee Valley
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Authority lakes which were flooded during the 1940's and 1950's.

Another

large district of population loss lies in the strongly ridged valley area
of western Washington County.

This area, primarily agricultural even

at the present day, is actually remote from employment centers due to
poorer than average roads and the necessity of traveling "across the
grain" of the topography in order to get to town.
In the areas of population stability illustrated on Figure 12, the
rural districts are undergoing a loss of farm population which is approxi
mately balanced by a gain of nonfarra population.

The other type of area

with a balanced or slightly declining population constitutes the old cores
of the urban centers.

Due primarily to the decreasing average size of

the nuclear family, but also to the expansion of central business dis
tricts and the conversion of residential land to public uses, the popula
tions (within the 1950 boundaries) of the four major cities of Upper
dast Tennessee actually declined between 1950 and I960.

Only the annexa

tion of urban fringe and suburban areas prevented these cities from show
ing absolute losses of population between the 1950 and I960 censuses.
Table IX gives these population losses within the 1950 city boundaries.
Thus on Figure 12 these city cores are shown as being areas of stable
population, except in the case of Johnson City, which underwent a greater
decline in the old urban core than did the other three cities.

Other

areas of balanced population include the majority of the western and
southwestern portions of Washington County, most of the hill and mountain
areas of eastern Carter County, and in Sullivan County the strongly ridged
areas southeast of Kingsport and east of the South Ford of the Holston, as
well as the isolated bridgeless area between the north and south embayments
of Boone Lake,
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TABLE IX.

POPULATION CHANGE IN URBAN CENTERS.
1950-1960
Population
I960 in
loss
1950 area1
1950-1960

City
1950

net gain by
annexation

I960

Bristol

16,771

16,290

-481

1,292

17,582

Elizabethton

10,754

10,629

-125

26?

10,896

Johnson City

27,864

25,84?

-2,01?

5,340

31,187

Kingsport

19,571

20,494

923

5.820

26,314

SOURCES': United States Census of Population: l9^0~ Volume l7
Characteristics of the Population. Part 44, Tennessee
(Washington, 196^), Table 9. p. 19.
Areas of above average (50 to 300 per cent) to rapid (300 to 800
per cent) growth during the 1940-196? period could be referred to as
forming the primary centers of rural nonfarm population in Upper East
Tennessee.

Included in this zone is the east-west axis from Jonesboro

through Johnson City, Elizabethton, and up the Stoney Creek valley, as
well as the axes of the routes connecting Kingsport with Johnson City,
Kingsport with Bristol, and Bristol with Johnson City.

This entire region

is today dominantly nonfarm in composition, as can be seen by an examina
tion of Figure 13.

It is within this area, accessible from the cities and

employment centers, that most future population growth will probably take
place.
There are several quite restricted areas in which very large popula
tion increases (from 300 to 600 per cent) have taken place during the
1940-1967 period.

These are all in the immediate suburban or urban fringe

areas of the major cities.

As is illustrated by the map (Fig, 12), the

cities have not spread equally in all directions.

In Johnson City, the

growth areas have been on the north side, oriented in the direction of
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Kingsport,

South of Kingsport the Colonial Heights community southward

along the highway towards Johnson City, but west of the South Fork of
the Holston, has grown very rapidly.

The entire northern and eastern

fringe of Kingsport is also a high-grovth area, with the exception of
the Reedy Creek floodplaln and the shale hills areas.

The area of growth

includes the northern suburban communities, which are all now part of
the geographic city of Kingsport, of Lynn Gardens, Morrison City, bast
Kingsport, and Bloomlngdale.

bast of Kingsport on the Old Bristol Road

(Tennessee Route 3*0, the communities of Hillcrest, Bridwell Heights,
and Indian Springs have experienced rapid growth.

In the Bristol area

the south and west sections have expanded along the valleys separated
by the steep shale White Top Knobs and Beaver Creek Knohs along the
Kingsport and Johnson City highways.

Because of the spread of industry

Into the open limestone lands to the south of Bristol in recent years,
these valley areas should continue to attract nonfarm population.

Finally,

there is a small area of rapidly expanding middle-class residential land
east of blizabethton along the south side of the Watauga River in an area
only recently converted from first-class farming land.

This urban exten

sion Is on alluvial land, and, due to the danger from flooding, dense
settlement probably would have been Impractical before the completion
of Watauga Dam in 1953.
All of the areas of rapid suburban growth have several characteris
tics in common.
centers.

They are all contiguous, or nearly so, to the old urban

They are, thus, urban fringe areas, and have so little agri

cultural activity that they are virtually parts of the central city.
They are also on good transportation routes; it is also noteworthy that

C0W**TY

Figure 13.
.^onfarm population as percentage of total DODulation.
In only a
small portion of Upper ^ast Tennessee is the rural population predominantly
agricultural.
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they do not radiate from the central city in all directions.

Instead,

they nearly always are oriented in the direction of one of the other
cities of the area, between Kingsport-Johnson City, Kingsport-Bristol,
or Bristol-Johnson City.

This illustrates the gravitational attraction

in the demographic or social physics sense that these cities have for
one a n o t h e r . ^

CQR£ JWV Pc.RIPHiftAL DENSITY ZONSS
Another means of geographic analysis of population distributions
besides the explanation of patterns which appear on the map, and contrast
ing the milieus in which different socio-economic groups reside, lies
in the discovery and analysis of trends in the spatial distribution of
population.

As one social geographer has stated, "It is in the detailed

and thorough analysis of the population distribution map that the geogra
pher demonstrates his contribution to be quite distinct from that of the
sociologist's studies of social and biological compositions."^®

Two

major forms of trends significant to population geography are discernible:
first, changes in the degree of concentration or dispersion of population,
both on a regional and a local basis, and, second, trends in the magnitude
of population and its associated impact on land use.

In this section

the changing regional distribution will be discussed, and in the follow
ing section the growth trends and possible distribution of the future
population of Upper &ast Tennessee will be examined.
Several measures of population nucleation and/or dispersion have
been devised.

21

Unfortunately, these techniques are generally dependent

upon a certain type of census or other data which were either unavail
able to the writer, or were deemed inappropriate to the problem under
consideration.
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Instead, a means of measuring the degree of concentration or dis
persion of the population at different periods of time was devised by
making use of the concept of a core area of dense population and a
peripheral zone of sparse population.

The core area Is defined by the

writer as being the smallest possible contiguous area which can contain
one-half of the population of the study area.

A map on which the popula

tion density per square mile Is Indicated on each areal unit (In this
case, each square mile, although civil divisions could also be used)
is utilized.
are needed.

In addition, data for the total population of the area
Beginning with the area of greatest population concentra

tion (in the Upper East Tennessee area, Kingsport), one develops the
core area by incorporating successive areal units of highest density
which are contiguous to areas already incorporated into the high density
core,

A tally is kept

of the cumulative population total of the core

area as well as another tally of the area in square miles of the units
Included In the core.

When the population tally totals one-half of the

total population of the study area, one-half of the population is also
located within the sparsely populated peripheral regions.

Isolated areas

of dense population within the periphery are disregarded in computing
the final ratio of dispersion,

since the comparison between the popula

tion density of the core and the population density of the periphery
is the essential factor.

In formula form, a ratio of dispersion in which

a completely dispersed

population equals a ratio of 1.000 (core and

periphery are the same

size and the samepopulation), and in which the

ratio of a completely concentrated population approaches infinity, would
be written thus:

86
PD

p

- Ratio of Dispersion

in which PD

equals the population density of the periphery, and PD
P
e
equals the population density of the core. This formula could be used
not only in studies of human populations, but also with other data having
areal extent on a civil division basis, such as agricultural production
or industrial employment.
Rough draft maps on which the estimated population of each square

mile of the rural areas of Upper East Tennessee was entered were compiled
from topographic maps, aerial photographs, and county road maps for the
two dates for which complete data from such sources are available, 194-0
and 1967.
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Core and peripheral areas were delimited for the two dates,

and the formula given above was applied in order to compare the amount
of population concentration in the area which took place between 1940
and 1967.

Table X summarizes the results of this study, illustrating
TABLE X.

POPULATION CONCENTRATION, 1940-1967.

1940

1967

155.800

234,800

77.900

117,400

Core Area (square miles)

194

80

Core Population Density

401.5

1,467.5

Periphery Area

916

1 .0 3 0

Item

Total Population
Core Population

(square miles)

Periphery Population Density
PD /PD = Ratio of Dispersion
P
0
Note:

85.0
.212

114.0
.078

The smaller the ratio, the more concentrated is the population.

that in spit* of an increasing population density of the peripheral area
(from 84 to 114 per square mile in the 1940-1967 period), the population
density of the core area is Increasing much more rapidly.

This increas

ing disparity is entirely the result of Increasing urban population along
with the somewhat lesser increase of the nonfarm population in the adja
cent rural areas.
Detailed maps earlier than 1940 which give coverage of the entire
study area are not available, but by using minor civil division popula
tion data from the 1880 through the 1950 censuses, an historical series
can be derived yielding the dispersion ratios through the period, thus
further illustrating by the use of these coarser data the trend of popula
tion concentration during the past three-quarters of a century (Table XI)
TABIii XI.

POPULATION CONCENTRATION, 1880-1950.

fear

Ratio

1880.......... ......... 489
1890.......... ........ 442
1900..........
1910..........
1920..........
1930..........
1940.......... ............ 290
1950.......... . . . . . .263

Note:

Data earlier than 1880 are unreliable due to changes in
minor olvil division boundaries and creation of new minor
civil divisions and counties. In i960 the Bureau of the
Census reported population by a new system of Census County
Divisions, thus makingthe i960 data noncomparable with
earlier oensuses.

In summary, the late nineteenth century rural population tended
toward uniform dispersion, with few areas of dense population.

The small

nucleatlons were formed by county seats and railroad Junction towns.
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With the growth of manufacturing, rural-to-urban oonmuting, and agricul
tural decline, a new pattern of population distribution emerged, with
large Industrial centers surrounded by tones of dense rural nonfarm
settlement.

Thus for the last fifty years (beginning about 1920) there

has been a definite trend toward population concentration, with the bulk
of the population being concentrated into a smaller and smaller area.
Thus Upper East Tennessee has been transformed during the industrial
period from a generally uniform economic region based on agriculture
into a nodal region based upon a centralized Industrial economy,
FUTURE POPULATION SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION
The projection of population figures into the future is a process
which is frought with uncertainty, especially when small local areas
subject to the fluctuations of larger national economic and social sys
tems are considered.

The literature on this topic is filled with warn

ings concerning the pitfalls to be encountered in local population
projections.

23

Few national population projections have been provedby

the passage of time to have been accurate, in spite of the use of
methodologically sound techniques by qualified demographers and
statisticians.

Naturally, the further the projection is made into the

future, the greater the chance of large and unacceptable error becomes.
With this word of caution in mind, one may examine the trends and try
to arrive at some estimate of the future population of the Upper East
Tennessee study area and its component parts, as well as attempt to
estimate certain land use changes which are likely to result from the
future growth of population.
3everal projections of the estimated future population of Tennessee
and its counties have been published.

2k

These use different techniques
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and are based upon differing premises and assumptions oonoerning the
future growth rates of the area.

The writer's own subjective estimates

are probably somewhat conservative:

Upper fiast Tennessee will probably

reach a plateau of population ty I960 unless new basic industries are
located in the area.

Table XII gives the varying figures contained in

these projections, along with recent population estimates for purposes
of comparison.
Examination of Table XII indicates that it is unlikely that the
figures for the individual counties in 1970 or 1980 will be accurate
when those times arrive.

None of the projections for the counties can

be reconciled with what is already known of the populations of these
counties.

However, the overall total population given for the Upper

East Tennessee area is certain to be more reliable than the figures
given for the individual counties.

One may assume that the population

in 1970 or 1980 may be near the mean figures given for the projections
for those years, which would result in a total population of about
244,200 in 1970 and about 259.700 in 1980.

If one may further assume

that the trends of the past twenty-five years will continue, in view
of continuing industrialization. Increasing standard of living, and
continuing willingness to commute to work, then one could create a
table estimating the population of the area by geographical distribution
for 1970 and I960.

Table XIII illustrates these estimates by giving

the share of population growth or decline for the residence category
during the 1940-1967 period, and giving the estimated populations for
1980, assuming that the 1940-196? trends continue.
One can also estimate the amount of land that will be converted to
built-up areas by 1970 and 1980 using the same technique.

Table XIV

TABLE XII.

POPULATION ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS, 1960-1980.

County

I960

1965

1966

1967

1968

Carter

41,578

41,600

42,800

**1.950

43,300

Sullivan

Washington

Total

114, 139

64,832

220,549

Mean of Four Projections. . .

121,000

66,500

229,100

127,300

70,200

240,300

122,400

70,450

234,800

124,800

67,100

235,200

1970

I960

44,021?
35,3591
44,079®
39.668

46,585?
31,901°

135.502*
132,854°
134,882°
132,722

155,578?
143,245

69,287?
68,493®
71.509j
68,293

73,208?
66,723

248,810*
236,706°
250,470°
240.683
, 244,167

275,371?
241,869

37.129d

151,707d

71,042d

259.8?8d
259.706

SOURCES: I960: Census of Population, I96O; 1965i Rand McNally Commercial Atlas. 1965 ed.; 1966:
Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports. Series P-25, "no.
16&; 196?: Author's
estimates; 1968: Rand McNally Commercial Atlas. 1968 ed.; 1970-1980*” : First Tennessee
Economic Development District; 1970 ; .University of Tennessee College of Business Administration, Studies, no. 30, 1964; 1970-1980 : Tennessee Department of Finance and Administration,
1965.
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gives the estimated land use for the region In 1930, assuming that the
present population density for newly added built-up areas continues.
This is also likely to turn out to be a conservative estimate of urban
and semiurban land-use acreage, especially if the increasing level of
living leads to a much greater per capita use of land for private build
ing purposes.
TABUS XIII.

ESTIMATED RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION,
1970-1980

Type of Area

I960

1970

Population Percentage Population Percentage

Urban Areas
Johnson City
Elizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

145,400

59.5

159,000

61.2

49.500
13,700
6 5 .5 0 0
30,300

1*6,200
13,000
58,200
28,000

27,700

11.3

30,600

11.8

173,100

70.8

189.600

73.0

Farm Population

20,000

8.2

15,000

5.8

Dispersed Rural Nonfarm

51.000

21.0

55,000

21.2

Total Dispersed Population

71,000

29.2

7 0 ,0 0 0

27.0

TOTAL ESTIMATED POPULATION

244,200

100.0

259.700

100.0

Other Nucleations

Total Nucleated Population

SOURCE:

See text for explanation.

The identification of specific geographic places or areas in which
growth may in the future occur is also a difficult matter.

It may be

easiest first of all to identify those areas in which significant popula
tion growth is most unlikely to occur.

Several factors of a cultural
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nature tend to inhibit rural nonfarm settlement in speoifio areas.

First

of all, even in the relatively favorable limestone lands of the Great
Valley, much of the land is unfavorable to residential settlement unless
large capital investments are made in leveling the land and providing
essential public services.

Of course, if population pressure on the

land becomes intense enough, large capital investments to improve settle
ment potential may become economically feasible, but in general the tendency
thus far in the rural areas of Upper East Tennessee has been to expand
rural nonfarm settlement into new areas rather than to intensify settle
ment in the older areas.
TABLE XIV.

NONAGRICULTURAL LAND-USE CHANGES, 1940-1980.

Built-Up Acreage

1980a

TYPE CF AREA

1940

196?

Urban Areas

9,946

31,521

37.553

3.251
1.869
2,746
2,080

11.330
3,142
11,654
5,395

13,572
3.496
14,171
6.314

3,797

12,096

14,476

1,471
1,395
928

2,808
6,757
2.475

3,169
8,299
2,952

13,743

43,561

52,029

Johnson City
Elizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol
Other Built-Up
Areas
Carter County
Sullivan County
Washington Co.

TOTAL

Estimated.
SOURCE: Author's data; see Appendix B for methods used in compiling
these figures.
Another important factor which may result in the development of
new rural nonfarm settlement in virgin areas rather than in the

intensification of older areas lies in the problem of blighted areas
and in social-class distance.

Most of the new residential construction

of the late 1960's, especially in platted subdivisions, is of a standardized
middle-class type.

Normally, people of this degree of affluence will

not locate in areas of lower economic class or in older subdivision areas.
They will instead usually move into a new subdivision development rather
than into an only partially built-up older area, in spite of the likeli
hood of realizing cost economle s by doing so.

Certainly a major pattern

of rural nonfarm settlement growth has involved a leapfrogging process,
with new developments constantly being opened to the housing market,
rather than concentration on increasing the population density of the
older suburban developments.
With these factors in mind, then one may say that there has been
a strong tendency to maintain or accelerate the rate of suburban sprawl,
without increasing the density of settlement within previously settled
areas.

Thus, by isolating areas of older rural nonfarm settlement, par

tially built over subdivisions, and residential blight,

one may locate

those areas which will probably not achieve more significant growth in
the forseeable future.

Areas such as Happy Valley between Johnson City

and Elizabethton, the Stoney Creek valley, and areas of over 200 persons
per square mile, as illustrated on Figure 8, have probably about reached
their peak as centers of population growth.
Instead, in the future there will probably be a filling out of the
basic Kingsport-Bristol-Johnson City axis, with a closing of the gaps
with new subdivision developments.

This has already largely taken place

along the Johnson City-Kingsport axis.

Regions of rolling limestone

lands adjacent to the cities will also grow.

Examples are the Holston
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Valley east of Bristol, the open lands roughly between Johnson City and
Jonesboro on the north and Buffalo Mountain on the south, the 3ray-Sulphur
Springs axis in Washington County,

the Fall Branch area in Washington

and Sullivan counties, and the Johnson City-Watauga-Piney Flats axis.
In these areas much future population growth may be expected.

Figure

19- presents both the areas which are now mostly built up, as well as
the areas in which future population growth is most likely to occur.
The limestone valley areas to the west of Kingsport,

although outside

the three-county study area in dawkirs County, have much favorable ter
rain for both residential settlement and industrial location, with good
transportation connections to Kingsport via U. 5. Route 11.

This area

certainly will grow very rapidly during the 1970’s.

COMMUTER MGVctffcNlS
Changes in Route Patterns
The twentieth century has seen a general readjustment of the major
through routes of Upper bast Tennessee.

Before industrialization,

the

major north-south route of the area passed from Roanoke through Bristol,
Blountville, Jonesboro, and on to Greenville and Knoxville.

This was

the old Great Valley road, now U. 3. Route 11, used then by westward
migrants and stagecoach lines.

The major east-west route was the Island

Road from Sapling Grove (Bristol) to Long Island (Kingsport).

There

it turned north and passed through Moccasin Gap in Clinch Mountain Just
north of the Tennessee state line, and became the famous Wilderness Road.
In those days Upper bast Tennessee was not a common destination, but
rather an area to be traversed; at present it is a significant transporta
tion nucleus in its own right.
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PATTERNS
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Figure 15.
Road patterns in Upper ^ast Tennessee,
ixcept for major highways,
topography is the dominant influence on road distribution.
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During the last half of tha nineteenth century, the roads fall into
miserable states of repair, and sometimes into a condition of no repair
at all.

However, with the introduction of the automobile, state and

county road programs began to develop.

In 1911 the first state highway

in the area, connecting Jonesboro with Greenevllle by way of Telford
and Limestone, was completed.

During the automobile era, a number of

the old routes have been moved or at least straightened to fit modern
traffic demands, but only a few routes have been completely abandoned
and forgotten.

The most important tendency has been for direct intercity

routes to accomodate a greater share of the traffic.

The most conspicu

ous route change has been the building of the direct Johnson City-Kingsport
highway in 1931.

This road, now carrying the heaviest traffic in Upper

dast Tennessee, crosses the grain of the topography at right angles;
the construction of such a direct route was both impractical

as well

as unnecessary before the 1920's.
Development of Commuting
Commuting to work arose almost overnight as industrial Jobs became
available.

Agriculture was depressed in the 1920's, and small farmers

were eager to find some way to get a cash income and thus raise their
level of living.

Since most of the rural population of Upper Sast

Tennessee owned their farms in 1920 (81.8 per cent of the farmers were
owners at the time of the 1919 census), they were strongly tempted to
stay on the home place and commute If at all possible.

Ties of family

and sentiment, as well as attachment to the ideal of rural living, also
discouraged movement to the cities.

Acquisition of an automobile was

not immediately possible for many of the workers.

Hence, during the

1920's great fleets of taxis and "Jitney busses" carried the workers
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to town.

Small bus companies and busses owned by Individual workers

were also common, as they still are in Upper £ast Tennessee today.

It

is estimated that in 1925 as many as 300 commuter cars carrying 1.0 0 0
people came to Kingsport each day, although the industrial employment
was only about 3.000.^

In 1938 probably 60 per cent of the Elizabethton

rayon plant employees lived in rural areas, a proportion which is near
that of the present time.
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It is apparent that commuting began almost

simultaneously with industrialization.
Employment Centers and Laborsheds

The importance of commuting in the way of life, in the daily round
of activity, and in the cultural landscape of the area is apparent not
only through a presentation of facts and figures, but also from subjec
tive observations.

Traveling through Upper East Tennessee in the early

morning when the summer dawn is breaking, one sees along the major high
ways men, and occasionally women, standing or sitting singly or in small
groups along the highway waiting for their rides.

Actual travel to work

may be in a car pool or on one of the commuter busses which are still
to be found In considerable numbers in the area.
peaks Just before or just after working hours.

Traffic reaches heavy
In fact, the local high

way system is really totally inadequate to deal with the heavy peak loads,
and accidents on curves, hills, and narrow bridges are all too common.
The speed limit on most of the overburdened intercity highways is only
45 miles per hour.

During the daytime hours, one may see at any high

way Junction or convenient area of wide highway shoulder in rural areas
groups of up to thirty cars parked.

These are the rendezvous points

for making up car pools, towards which workmen come from all directions
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(Fig. 16).

The rural or farm origin of many of these vehicles Is Illus

trated by the number of pickup trucks and Jeeps to be seen among the
vehicles parked at these otherwise Isolated locations.
In the four centers for which separate employment data are available
there was 39 per cent of the i960 population of Upper East Tennessee.
However, 92 per cent of the total Industrial employment of the area was
located In these four centers.
ment figures In detail.

Table XV gives the labor force and employ

The difference between these two figures is

the result of net rural-to-urban commuter movements.
Figure 1? illustrates the major areas from which each central city
draws Its work force.

Kingsport. Johnson City, and Elizabethton are

much more important in this respect than is Bristol.
but quite intense laborshed.

Bristol has a small

It hardly extends beyond the dense

Figure 16. Commuter vehicles at a rural road June
tlon. Near dmbreeville, Washington County.
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suburban population of the city.

As indicated previously, Bristol's

economic structure is such that the town is largely self-supporting in
labor supply.
T A B U XV.

PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND PLACE CF EMPLOYMENT
OF THE INDUSTRIAL LABOR FORCE

Place

Place of
Residence*

Urban Areas
Johnson City
Elizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

Subtotal
Rural Areas
Sullivan County
Washington County
Carter County

Subtotal

Place of
Employment

Excess or
Deficiency

2,076
1,554
4,124
2,276

3.158
4,540
14,019
2.595

-1,082
-2 ,9 8 6
-9.895
- 319

10,030

24,312

-14,282

9,194
3,289
3,406

1,717
267
34

7,477
3,0 2 2
3.372

15.889

2,018

13,871

a1960; b1956.
SOURCES: Bureau of the Census. United States Census of Population.
I960. Volume I, Characteristics of the Population. Part 44
Tennessee (Washington, 1964), Table 75. pp. 188-193; Table 8 5 ,
pp. 230-238; United States Census of Manufactures, 1956.
"Tennessee, Area Report MC58 (3)-41"(Washington, I9 6 I), Table 3.
Such is not the case with the other Upper East Tennessee cities.
They have been shown on Figure 17 as having a primary commuting zone
close to the city in which the city may be said to be absolutely dominant.
In Kingsport this area of densest labor source extends northward into
Scott County, Virginia, and westward a number of miles into Hawkins
County, Tennessee.

Surrounding this core is a peripheral zone from which

Kingsport also draws laborers, but in less significant numbers due to
sparse population or competition from other centers.
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Figure 17.
Laborshed Areas in Upper East Tennessee, 1966.
(Adapted from Young, "The
Conmuting Patterns of Workers in the Tri-Cities Area of Northeast Tennessee." 1966.)
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Johnson City and Elizabethton share the same area of primary labor
shed, since they are only eight miles apart.

Johnson City's secondary

laborshed virtually dominates the rest of Washington County, as well
as a part of northern Unicoi County.

Elizabethton's laborshed periphery

includes not only virtually all of Carter County, but also includes size
able numbers of workers from Johnson County and the eastern parts of
Sullivan and Washington counties.

Thus one can see that the laborshed

areas of the four Upper East Tennessee cities blanket the three-county
area and also extend far Into the neighboring counties before encounter
ing any competition from other population centers.
In addition to the dally rural to urban commuting within Upper East
Tennessee, there is also a significant dally movement of workers to and
from the three-county study area.

For example, the data indicate that

in i960 there was a daily out-movement to neighboring Tennessee, Virginia,
and North Carolina counties of about 4,700 workers, a number equivalent
to about ? per cent of the total work force resident in Upper East Tennessee.
Conversely, there was a daily average in-movement of 8,300 persons from
neighboring counties, equal to nearly 12 per cent of the employment in
Upper East Tennessee.

Thus the largely rural counties surrounding Upper

East Tennessee are to a great degree a part of the daily circulation

system of the region.
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The sources and destinations of the commuters who move into the
three-county area and out again are shown on Figure 18.
are over considerable distances.

Some movements

For example, 38 persons commuted from

the study area to Asheville in Buncombe County, North Carolina, which
is a distance of 64 miles from Johnson City,

Thirty-one persons (23
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from Sullivan County) are reported as working In Hamblen County, Tennessee,
a distance of 59 miles from Kingsport.

In general, there is a strong

tendency for the number of commuter origins to be related to distance
from the populated work center.

Out of 8,331 in-commuters, no less than

S3.3 per cent come from three counties adjacent to Sullivan County and
the Klngsport-Bristol work centers.

These counties are Hawkins County,

Tennessee, (26.7 per cent of the in-cowmuters), and Scott and Washington
counties, Virginia, including Bristol City, Virginia (a total of 56.6
per cent of the ln-commuters).

Sizeable numbers also come into the study

area from Unicoi and Greene counties, Tennessee.
Movements from Upper oast Tennessee to the outside are largely to
Bristol, Virginia.

This accounts for 55.5 P®r cent of the out-commuters,

and, of course, most of this movement is merely from one side of the
town of Bristol to the other.

Indeed, this is the only area in which

there is a substantial net loss of workers to communities outside the
three-county study area.
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CHAPTER IV
PATTERNS AND TYPES GF RURAL NONFARM SETTLEMENTS

RURAL SETTLEMENT NUCLEATIONS
Introduotlon
As has been previously defined, the rural nonfarm population resides
In nucleated villages, residential commuter suburbs, and In dwellings
dispersed throughout the countryside.

Truly urban communities may be

distinguished from rural population nucleatlons on the bases of morphology,
population, population density, and central place functions, as discussed
in Chapter III.

In addition to villages and residential suburbs, the

small rural centers known commonly as hamlets will be discussed in this
section, since they are definitely central-place nucleatlons, in spite
of their limited populations and small areal extent.
Villages, residential suburbs, and hamlets may be distinguished
from each other on the basis of form, size, and function.

With these

criteria it is possible to distinguish between villages, suburbs, and
hamlets with a high degree of reliability.

There are only three or four

problematical cases out of 179 rural communities recognized by the writer
in Upper East Tennessee.

The classification is genetic as well as generic,

since suburbs have a completely different historical origin than villages.
Villages have usually, but not always, developed out of the simple hamlet
due to some local situation which encouraged growth.

Table XVI gives

the morphological and functional characteristics of the types of communities
recognized in this study, and Figure 19 shows the distribution of these
communities.

U P P E R

Figure 19.
Types of c o m mu ni ti e s
p r e s e nt e d in Table XV.
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Villagea and Their Diverse Functiona
Ten of the fifteen rural communities which have been classified
as villages on Figure 19 are associated with either active or abandoned
railroad lines.

Six villages are now located on railroads, while four

others (Roan Mountain, Hampton, Hunter, and Carter) were located on now
defunct lines.

One of the other nonrail villages (Blountville) is a

county seat, and the others (Sulphur Springs, Fall Branch, and Ruthton)
owe their development into village size to recent residential growth.
Thus, the chief factor normally associated with growth from hamlet to
village status has been location on one of the railroads which penetrated
the area during the last half of the nineteenth century.

In 1881, eleven

of the fifteen villages were already recognizable as villages, and six
of these eleven were located on railroads.^"

During the 1090's railroads

reached Carter, Hunter, Roan Mountain, Hampton, Gray, and the near-village
of Embreeville.

Nearly all villages are also located in the valley area

of limestone soils, good agricultural land, with well-to-do farmers whose
needs were served by the village merchants and professional people.
Hunter and Carter are located in the good farm lands of the Watauga and
Storey Creek valleys.

In the poor granitic lands of the portion of Carter

County which is east of the Iron Mountain Range, only Hampton, located
on the good alluvial land of Doe River Cove, and Roan Mountain, the com
mercial center of eastern Carter County, have grown to village size.
In addition to being associated with railroads and good agricultural
land, villages also originated early in the area's history.

Many were

present as hamlet-sized nuclei in the first half of the nineteenth century.
Before the year 1052, when the railroad reached Bristol, no community
in Upper East Tennessee exceeded 500 population.

In 183^ Elizabethton
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had 1?6 people, Jonesboro 500, Kingsport 317, Blountvllle 209, *nd
Leesburg, vhloh later declined, 200.

2

By the year 1900 the remainder

of the village nuclei were in existence, and further growth has occurred
in most of these villages since the beginnings of industrialization and
commuting in the area.

Villages such as Gray, Blountvllle, Ruthton,

Hampton, Carter, Hunter, Jonesboro, and Fall Branch, all of which are
within easy conmuting range of the cities, have grown rapidly.

Those

more remote, such as Roan Mountain, Telford, and Limestone have grown
less rapidly.
Historically, the villages have had the function of supplying the
surrounding farm population with necessary commercial, institutional,
and professional services.

Commercial services Include general store,

banking and real estate, and personal service facilities.

Some commercial

services have been transformed over the years due to changing technology.
Thus blacksmith, harness, and livery services have become filling station
and garage services.

Flour and gristmills have become commercial feed

and fertilizer establishments, and the general store has tended to become
divided into separate grocery and dry goods businesses.
Institutional services are prominent In the village structure, the
most Important being the religious and educational functions.

Churches,

however, are ubiquitous in Upper East Tennessee, and thus the presence
of a church does not indicate village status.

Churches are present in

all types of communities, and are widespread throughout the open country
side.

The eduoational servioe provided by villages is probably less

significant now than formerly, due to school consolidation.

This process

has caused the demise of the one-room grade school in both open country
and village center locations.

It has led also to the abandonment of

Ill

schools In soma of the smell villages, and to the location of consolidated
schools In larger communities.

Some schools, due to compromise or eoonooQr,

are being built again In open country locations, which is something of
a reversal of the original trend towards location of consolidated schools
In population centers.

In general, although the educational and religious

functions are Important to the social and cultural life of villages,
they are not crucial as diagnostic traits.
The third type of service traditionally associated with the village
has been professional in nature. In particular medical and legal services.
However, these two professions are virtually defunct today, except in
the county-seat villages and central cities.

Rapid transporatlon and

the trend towards centralization everywhere evident in Upper East Tennessee
have led to centralized legal and medical servioes.
As Table XVI indicates, the secondary function of the village has
traditionally been residential.

It provided homes for the village mer

chants, members of professions, and laborers, as well as for retired
farmers.

This function of providing for the locally employed still exists,

but it is now being overshadowed by the commuter resident, who gains his
living outside the community, and who may also have his major social
Interests elsewhere.

Thus the village Is becoming more and more oriented

towards the larger city, and is becoming more suburban in nature.

The

central cores of the villages located within the main Kingsport-BristolJohnson City axis are all being rapidly surrounded by developing residen
tial subdivisions, thus increasing the population of the built-up area
without any accompanying increase in the size of the commercial cores
of the villages.

This process has already gone far enough to obscure

the true nature of some of the villages, and to make them functionally
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TABIE XVI.

Element

Number Identified

CHARACTERISTICS CF RURAL NUCLEATIONS.

Village

15

Suburb

Hamlet

<*5

119

Population Range

170-2,000

100-2,500

20-175

Date of Origin

1780-1880

Since 1920

178 0 -

Major Function

Rural Service

Store or Church

Minor Function

Residential

Transportation

Railroad

Commuter
Residence
Transient
Services
Primary Highway

Business District

Commercial Block Highway Strip

One-or-Two Unit

Business Types

Grocery Store,
Gas Station
Drygoods Store
Supermarket
Gas Station
Feed Mill
Saw Mill
Small Factory
Bank
Personal Service

Small Grocery
Gas Station
Feed Mill

Institutions

School
Church
Lodge Hall

(If over 500
People)
School
Church

Church

Street Patterns

Rectangular
Linear
Crossroads

Rectangular
Curvilinear
Cul-de-Sac

Linear
Crossroads
Forkroads
Complex

Subtypes

County Seat
Railroad
Miscellaneous

Early (192019/KD)
Late (19i*5— )

Residential
Secondary Road
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very close to some of the older commuter suburbs.

Thus a similar techno

logical and cultural situation operating over a relatively uniform area
is resulting in communities of diverse origins and originally diverse
forms becoming more and more alike in external morphology.
Morphologically, the village is always distinguishable by having
a separate block or street devoted to commercial use; it has the embryo
of a central business district.
with the residential suburb.

This is a distinct trait not shared

The commercial block is clearly evident

in such larger villages as Jonesboro, Blountvllle, Roan Mountain, Gray,
and Limestone, and even in such small places as Telford and Sulphur Springs.
The village, with its diverse functional characteristics, also has a
specialized division of land use which makes it unmistakable from other
rural nucleations.
The street plan of the village usually exhibits regularity, but
it may also reveal its origins as a gradual growth from a small unplanned
hamlet.

Some villages, such as Jonesboro and Bluff City, are planned

and thus exhibit rectangular street patterns.

Other planned villages

have maintained rectangularlty where terrain permits.

A distinct form

of village in Upper £ast Tennessee is the linear village, examples of
which may be seen in Fall Branch (Fig. 20a ), Sulphur Springs, and Blountvllle.
Recent growth has led to the development of linear tributary streets
adjoining the main highway, but no evidence of an emerging rectangular
street pattern appears in these growing one-street villages.

A unique

village form is Ruthton, southeast of Bristol, in which two linear develop
ments cross at right angles, forming a crossroads village with no grid
pattern emerging.

One village, Carter, consists of two parallel streets

separated by a creek.

The Upper £ast Tennessee rural village, then, Is a community which
Is highly variable in many geographic traits, such as sise, shape and
viability.

However, the villages have several unifying features which

serve to make them a distinct class of settlement.

They are diversified

functionally, and are oriented towards serving the needs of the farm
community.

Diverse function has led to incipient and sometimes well-

developed land use specialisation, with the village territory divided
into separate commercial, residential, and institutional areas.

Today

the village is beoomlng less and less a provider of services for the
rural farm population, partly because the farm population is declining,
and partly because the cities of the area are usurpingthese functions.
New growth is primarily residential, and is taking place on the periphery
of the village.

This trend is tending to make the village less of a

central place in its own right, and more of a dormitory or commuter suburb.
Figure 20B depicts a somewhat diagrammatic village plan (based on Jonesboro)
illustrating the functional division in sue of the land as well as the
recent growth trends of these villages.
Hamlets and Their Significance
The small crossroads or formless hamlet, centered on a general store
or church, is one of the outstanding characteristics of the settlement
pattern of the entire Appalachian region.

The pattern of hamlets and

dispersed farmsteads is the basic settlement system of Appalachia every
where that agricultural conditions exist, and this has been true since
the beginnings of European settlement in the area.

If one agrees with

the concept that much of the basic Appalachian culture is of Scotch-Irish
3
or highland British origin,'' and that the hamlet-dispersed farmstead
pattern is of transatlantic origin, then the origin of this pattern must
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Figure 20A is of Fall Branch, a single street
village paralleling a stream.
Figure 20B is a diagramatic representation of land use differen
tiation in a village surrounded by recent suburban developments.
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be traced back to that part of the northwestern British Isles which
Arensburg referred to as part of "Atlantic riurope."

This area is charac

terised by much of the same type of culture as Appalachia— kin-centered
social structure, a strongly agricultural outlook, absence of urbaniza
tion, dispersed farmsteads rather than agricultural villages, with community
institutions widely scattered in tiqy centers— the hamlet.

Thus the

great number of small hamlets in Upper i^ast Tennessee today are relict
forms existing into the industrial age, but having their origin In the
social needs of a widely scattered agricultural population.

Today they

serve as nuclei around which dispersed nonfarm population accumulates,
often in order to live near kin, and thus we may expect that in the future
many of these small communities will increase in number of dwelling units
and in population.

It is unlikely that their social or commercial func

tions will develop much farther, due to the previously mentioned powerful
tendency towards centralization of these nonresidential activities.
On Figure 19 there are 119 separate hamlets mapped, and this is
on an inhabited area of only about 900 square miles.

In some areas,

such as the Stoney Creek valley and along the main road from Jonesboro
to Fall Branch, hamlets average only one or two miles apart.

Thus one

may visualize how ubiquitous this form of settlement is in Upper ciast
Tennessee, and this density of hamlets is also by no means extreme for
Appalachia.
The upper size limit for the hamlet was defined according to the
criteria presented in Table XVI; the lower limit was primarily, although
not exclusively, based upon the criteria given in Glenn Trewartha's classic
article on hamlets.
as follows:

Trewartha defined the lower size limit for a hamlet
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. . . (1) four active residence units, at least two of which
are non-farm houses; (2) a total of at least six active
functional units . . . (3) a total of at least five other
buildings actively used by human beings . . . Spacing of
buildings in a hamlet must be such as to give an appearance ^
of compactness exceeding that of ordinary farmstead spacing.
These criteria, although developed after field study in southwestern
Wisconsin, are generally applicable in Upper dast Tennessee.

A few Upper

dast Tennessee hamlets are purely residential with no business or religious
functions at all, and a few have less than "six active functional units,"
Trewartha gave the upper size limit of hamlets as about 150 population
or 38 housing units.^

However, it was observed that in Upper dast Tennessee

there is a population continuum from hamlet to village, and thus popula
tion was of little value in defining the hamlet-village boundary.

In

fact, one or two hamlets are larger in population than the smallest village.
Instead of population, the division between hamlet and village was made
on the functional basis of the village's more diverse commercial, institu
tional, and social characteristics, as well as the more mature land-use
hierarchy

exhibited by the true village.

In Upper dast Tennessee there

seems to be a threshold between 150 and 175 population at which point the
more diversified structure begins to become apparent.
In form, most dast Tennessee hamlets have an unorganized, straggling
appearance.

This is to be expected, since only a few had their origin

as planned communities or form the sites of planned residential subdivi
sions.

Commercial and institutional structures are limited in number,

no hamlet having more than five nonresidential units.

Few other nonresl-

dential units than the small grocery, gas station, feed mill, and church
are present.

In the days of the one-room school, education was a more

common institutional function.

A few hamlets, however, continue to be

the sites of large consolidated grade or high schools.

In these cases
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the hamlet Is likely to grow in size, and will probably evolve into a
community resembling the commuter suburb.
On Figure 21 several types of hamlet plans are presented.

The

simplest plans are the forkroads or crossroads types, although these
are not the most common in mast Tennessee.

The linear type (Lone Star,

Figure 21A, as well as the linear village of Fall Branch, Figure 20a )
is also common, and is usually less commercially oriented than the others.
Most hamlets, and in particular the larger ones, are eomplex in form
and are difficult to place in a neat classification based on ground plan.
A few hamlets, such as Fordtown (Fig. 21B) are located on railroads,
have a primitive business core, and thus are semivillages.

Another interest

ing example is Flourville (Fig. 21D), located on Boone Lake north of
Johnson City.

This community contains a small nucleus which is in the

process of developing into a residential suburb.

The original hamlet

of Flourville was formed around a flour mill on Boone's Creek.

Since

the completion of Boone Lake in 1952, the site has become the location
of both commuter residential housing and seasonal cottages, as well as
having a marina.

Thus the original nucleus has three separate develop

ments adjacent to it which are distinguishable on Figure 21D.

Another

interesting case is the twin hamlet of imreeville in Washington County
(Fig. 21C).

The two communities here are separated by the Nolachucky

River, and are about one mile apart by road.

iach has a population of

nearly 150 people, but very limited nonresidential functions.

In spite

of their geographical differentiation, these two hamlets are recognized
by the same place name.
The Upper iast Tennessee hamlet is a highly variable settlement
feature, almost entirely unplanned, and its form is subject to influence
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Fig ure 21.
Examples of Upper East Te nnessee hamlets. Figure 2 1A is
of Lone Star, a linear hamlet with trib ut ary streets.
F ig u r e 21B
is of Fnrdtown, an old hamlet w i t h a n u c lea ted center. Figure 21C
is the twinned hamlet of Embreeville. Fi gu r e 21D is Flourville, an
old hamlet w i th recent s ubd i v i s i o n s along the lakeshore.
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by the nature of the uneven terrain.

its exterior characteristics.

Its significance lies In two of

First, the Appalachian hamlet is a reflec

tion of the cultural and historical background of the people, probably
having its origin in northwestern or Atlantic Burope, and transplanted
to America by an agrarian, unurbanized, kin-centered people from the
northwestern British Isles.

The second significant element in the ham

let pattern is its importance as a nucleus for later settlement develop
ments which have occurred along with population increase, suburbanization,
and industrialization.

Thus a hamlet formed a century ago around a rural

church or store may determine the location of a twentieth century suburban
development.
Residential .Suburbs
Perhaps the most significant development in the rural settlement
forms of Upper Bast Tennessee during the twentieth century has been the
growth of a new type of nucleated community— the residential or consnuter
suburb, geographically separate from the central city, but economically
and socially a part of the city.

The development of this type ofsettle

ment in Upper c.ast Tennessee is, of course, not unique.

The suburban

trend has been strong in the United States and also in western Kurope
since the 1920's.

Bven before this, the growth of suburban and inter-

urban railroad lines in the last half of the nineteenth century led to
a certain amount of suburban growth during that period.

Suburbs inhabited

by the wealthy existed around Boston, flew York, and Philadelphia in the
eighteenth century,^ and they probably date back to the ancient Roman
villa.

7

In the twentieth century urban growth has greatly exceeded the

rate of political annexation, thus making it possible that much so-called
g

suburbanization is really an illusion.

Certainly in Upper Bast Tennessee
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the example of the political city of Kingsport with a population of 33.000
and the geographic city with 5 ^ .0 0 0 is a case in point.
Although suburbs have been classified in the literature according
to their differing functions,

9

in Upper Kast Tennessee the only type

of suburb which is recognizable in a functional sense is the residential
suburb.

For the purposes of this tudy, a suburb is defined as a built-

up urbanized area which is noncontiguous to the central city, and which
is functionally and morphologically distinguishable from the rural village.
The basic distribution of residential suburbs is presented in Figure
19.

Several contrasts in distributional pattern are immediately apparent

when suburbs are compared with villages and hamlets.

First, and as might

be expected, the suburb is typically closer to one of the central cities
than is the village or hamlet.

Second, the suburb is almost invariably

located on a major highway, showing little relationship to rail lines.
Finally, the suburbs tend to form nodes along the major intercity axes,
in contrast to villages and hamlets which are more randomly scattered.
The locational aspect is the key to one of the major contrasts
between the village and hamlet and the residential suburb.

The suburb

is totally subordinate to and cannot exist without the city and the
transportation routes radiating from it.

It cannot exist without the

central city and its employment opportunities.

The city also provides

the commercial, cultural, and social functions for the suburb.

The suburb

also has few necessary relationships with the surrounding countryside,
and can exist independently of it.

In contrast, the village and hamlet

are true central places, not satellites, providing the necessary services
for the surrounding countryside.

Villages and hamlets are essentially

self-contained, and could exist without the central cities.

Indeed,
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before the beginnings of significant urbanization in the areaf the small
villages and hamlets were the primary eentral places of Upper East Tennessee.
The contrasting functions of villages and suburbs have led to the develop
ment of two geographically distinct types of communities in Upper East
Tennessee, thus adding a new factor of interest and diversity to the
landscape.
The beginnings of suburban developments in Upper East Tennessee
date from the simultaneous introduction of two new cultural complexes
into the area— extensive industrialization and the automobile.

In other

Industrialized areas the new means of transportation and the new means
of production often arrived at different periods, thus leading to differ
ing types of residential locations for workers.

In Upper East Tennessee,

however, these two cultural complexes were introduced at the same time.
Commuting as a way of life and rural subdivision living arose almost
simultaneously under the stimulus of industrialization and the automobile,
Kingsport and Elizabethton were most drastically affected and soon became
surrounded by satellites.

Johnson City and Bristol, being older and,

at first, larger centers, received some industry but did not immediately
become the commuting centers that the other two cities became.

In Kingsport

the arrival of the Tennessee Eastman Company in 1920, followed by other
large plants within the next five years, quickly led to a suburban and
commuter boom.

In 1925* Elizabethton received the Bemberg and Qlanzstoff

rayon plants which inaugurated a great land boom in both urban and sub
urban housing.

Kingsport grew from only about 300 population in 1910

to 5.692 in 1920 and to 11,91** in 1930.

Elizabethton grew from 2,7**9

people in 1920 to 8 ,0 9 3 in 1930, or a 300 per cent growth for the decade.
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Such a rapid growth was accompanied by land speculation, inflation
of land values, and a frenzy of real estate activity.
were made before the boom collapsed in 1929.

Great profits

Subdivisions were platted

on rough land with no provisions for services or streets.
small and inordinately expensive.

Lots were

Much shoddy construction was under

taken, mostly of the single-story bungalow type, which still characterizes
these early developments.

In Carter County the value of real estate

sales shot from $47,540 in 1924 to $428,650 in 1928 at the peak of the
boom, and then collapsed to $121,600 in 1930. and fell to a low of $45,200
in 1933.^°

Thus the 1920's saw a vast development which created a charac

teristic type of residential suburb, to be discussed further below.
During this early boom period, a number of discrete suburbs arose
in the Kingsport area which have since been swallowed up in the growth
of the urbanized area, and thus do not appear on Figure 19, although
they may be recognized on Figure 9.

Highland Park and Litz Manor, which

have since been annexed to Kingsport, as well as a number of communities
which are still outside the Kingsport city limits, today form a part
of the continuously urbanized area.

Morrison City and lynn Gardens on

the highway leading north from Kingsport, Long Island to the immediate
south, and dast Kingsport and Bloomingdale to the northeast of the town
are all now a part of the geographic city of Kingsport.

Still outside

the urbanized area at the present time, but established during the 1920*s,
are Russell Chapel, Vernon Heights, and Sullivan Gardens southwest of
Kingsport, and Orebank to the northeast.

In the dlizabethton area the

satellites of Valley Forge and O'Brien to the south, Blltmore to the
north, and Riovista, Pinecrest, and Central to the west of town were all
platted during the 1920's.
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Most of the rural nonfarm population Increase during the 1920-I9i*0
period must have occurred during the decade of the 1930's* in spite of
the subdivision boom of the 1920's.

From 1920 to 1930 the census rural

nonfarm population (which at that period probably closely approximated
the true rural nonfarm as defined in the previous chapter) increased
from 18,300 to 22,800, a growth of only 25 per cent.

During the same

time the population of the urban centers doubled, from 2 8 ,9 0 0 in 1920
to 57,100 in 1930.

However, during the depression urban-to-rural move

ment of the 1930's, the urban population grew only slightly, from 57,10 0
to about 6 k tk00 (Table VIII).

During the same period the rural nonfarm

population grew rapidly, from 22,800 in 1930 to 38,800 in 19^0.

Although

some of this population growth took place in inexpensive housing constructed
in the subdivisions which had been platted between 1925 and 1929, by 19W)
only about 7 ,0 0 0 people were living in nucleated residential suburbs.
After the renewal of residential construction in 19^5. a suburban
boom began in the United States which still shows no signs of slowing.
Upper East Tennessee has shared in the boom, and since 19^5 the number
of people living in residential suburbs has more than doubled.

Of the

**5 suburban areas shown on Figure 19, forty have appeared since 19^5.
These more recent areas are differently distributed than the earlier
suburbs.

They are farther from the cities and more closely oriented

to the major triangular axis of the area.

In contrast, the earlier

suburbs are binodal in distribution, being closely tied to Kingsport
and Elizabethton.
In their economic base characteristics, the Upper East Tennessee
suburbs differ from the commonly accepted stereotype of the middleclass, white-collar dominated suburb.

The Upper East Tennessee suburbs
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from the beginning have been inhabited primarily by industrial laborers,
although a sizeable and growing white-collar component is present.

The

white-collar managerial, business, and professional class is concentrated
primarily in the higher-quality residential areas of the cities.
Although the population range of the commuter or residential suburb
varies from about 100 to 2 ,5 0 0 people, thus falling into the same size
group as the village or large hamlet, functionally and morphologically
the suburb is a distinct form and contains certain unmistakable elements.
Most importantly, both the number and variety of nonresidential establish
ments is extremely limited.

Suburbs with fewer than 300 people may hive

no commercial or institutional establishments at all.

At a threshold

of about 500 population, a school and one or more churches are likely
to be present.

The religious institution, which is otherwise so ubiquitous

over Upper iast Tennessee and Appalachia, is strongly attenuated in the
recently established and socially unintegrated communities.

Business

establishments are usually limited to the small grocery, gas station,
and, In the very largest suburbs such as Colonial Heights, supermarkets.
Whereas the village is quite diverse in number and types of business
establishments, the suburb has relatively few.
It is apparent that the suburbs were originally established with
no provision for other than residential housing.

They are also commonly

located to one side of the primary highway, with tributary streets feed
ing into the primary artery.
along the major highway.

Commercial buildings are located on a strip

In contrast to this peripheral location of

nonresidential activities in the suburb, they are centrally located in
this village.

Thus the suburb has a large block of residences with a

commercial strip on its periphery, while the village has the commercial
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area at Its eore.
Figure 22 gives two examples of suburban residential areas.

Figure

22A is of Biltmore north of Blizabethton, platted in 1926, and is there
fore an old type of suburb.

These older suburbs are characterised by

small size of lot (5 .0 0 0 square feet was common) and denser population
(2.97 persons per acre for older suburbs; 2.78 in Biltmore).

A larger

proportion of platted lots have been built on due to the longer history
of the area.

Figure 22B is of Hall's Mill on the Kingsport-Johnson City

highway near the Sullivan-Washington county line.
largely since 1955.

This area has developed

It is characterized by a number of recognizable

subdivision units, some well built-up, others largely vacant.

Although

only a small portion of the area has been built on, the distribution
of structures is so haphazard as effectively to ruin the area for agri
cultural use.
ment.

This type of sprawl is typical of recent suburban develop

The post-19^5 suburbs have lots averaging nearly 15,000 square

feet in size, and have a population density of only 1.93 per acre.

The

Hall’s Mill area had an average population density of 1.99 persons per
acre in 1967.
The houses originally built in the older suburbs were primarily
single-story bungalows with no basement (Fig. 23).

Since not all of

the available lots were built on during the 1 9 2 0's and 1930‘s, some post19^5 housing of single-story rectangular frame or brick veneer is to
be found in the older suburbs.
architectural type.

Thus the older suburb is more mixed in

The later suburbs are more homogeneous in style

due to their briefer histories and to building restrictions; the modern
brlck-veneer home, of a common American type, is the standard (Figures
25 and 26).
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Figure 22.
Residential suburbs in Upper East Tennessee.
Figure 22A is of Biltmore, an old
(1925) compact laboring-class suburb. Figure 22B is of Hall's Mill, a recent suburban
de velopment.
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Thus the Upper Sast Tennessee suburb Is s type of settlement dis
tinct from the village, although the two types of communities share the
same population range.

They are distinguishable on the bases of histori

cal origin, form, and function.

In addition, the village and its smaller

relative, the hamlet, have passed their peaks of cultural and economic
significance.

The suburb, however, is still increasing in importance

as a settlement form, and the continuing subdivision of rural land for
suburban settlement is rapidly changing the land-use characteristics
of Upper dast Tennessee.
Rural Land Subdivision
Upper dast Tennessee, in common with the rest of the United States,
is enjoying a period of increasing level of living.

This is leading

to a more lavish use of land for nonagricultural purposes as people invest
their newly gained wealth in larger private plots of land for residential
building purposes.

This trend has been noted widely in periods of

Figure 23. Bungalow style house popular during the
1920-1940 period.
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prosperity.^

Another factor leading to the rapid growth of urban land

area Is that the number of nuclear families, each of which desires a
detached house, is increasing at a greater rate than the general popula
tion due to the decline In the average size of family.

For example,

during the 1940-1960 period the population of Upper East Tennessee increased
by 41.6 per cent, while the number of households increased by 80 per
cent.

The Increase in the number of families, the desire for a large

lot or small acreage, and the increasing amount of money available for
Investment in private property is leading to an increasingly rapid con
version of agricultural land to urban and suburban housing, streets,
schools, industry, and recreational areas.
Figure 24 illustrates the distribution of over 700 residential sub
divisions recorded in the files of the Upper East Tennessee Office of
the Tennessee State Planning Commission.

The map is believed to be com

plete, and represents an accurate picture of the location pattern of
subdivisions during the 1945-1966 period.

The distribution corroborates

the information on the other maps presented here, and gives a good key
to the distribution of the more concentrated post-1945 rural nonfarm
housing at the present time.

The very strong attraction of the Kingsport-

Johpson City axis is immediately apparent, as well as the great growth
in the immediate environs or urban fringes of Johnson City and Kingsport.
Bristol forms the center of a small cluster of subdivisions.

Carter

County has had relatively few subdivisions established during this period;
this corroborates the census data which indicate very little population
change in this county since 1950.

A significant development for the

future is the southwesterly extension of subdivisions in Washington County
along the Sulphur Springs-Gray road (Fig. 1).

Since a number of these
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Figure 24.
Locations of residential subdivisions platted during the period 1945-1966.
(Source:
Upper East Tennessee Office, Tennessee State Planning Commission.)
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outlying subdivisions are new and undeveloped, this may afford some olue
to the directions of future growth in the area.
Sinee the year 1950 over 19.000 residential building lots have been
subdivided in the nonurban civil divisions of Upper £ast Tennessee.
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The amount of land subdivided for residential purposes between 19^5 and
1967 totals about 16,000 acres, with 1?6 recorded subdivisions averaging
21.9 acres each.

During the late i9 6 0 1s probably at least 1,000 acres

annually were being converted from agricultural to urban uses in Upper
Last Tennessee.

The small average size ofthe typical subdivision in

this area probably reflects the rather small average size of landholdings
in Upper iast Tennessee.

A sample of forty subdivisions studied by the

writer had an average of l.&k lots per acre, which if all were built on
would give a population density of 6.07 per acre, at a rate of 3.3 per
sons per household.

Since the present population density in recently

built-up subdivisions is only 1.93 per acre, it follows that not more
than one-third of the lots platted since 19^5 have actually been built
on.

Perhaps, although the writer does not have adequate data to support

it, not more than half of all the lots platted since I925 have ever been
built upon.

Thus the rate of land platting and subdivision has grown

at a much more rapid pace than the growth of population, leading to a
great wastage of land for any purpose other than speculation.
FORMS OF DISPdRSiiD RURAL NONFARM 5£TTL£M£NT
Part-Time Farming
Part-time agriculture, in which the bulk of the family's income
is derived from nonagricultural sources, has developed in parallel to
the growth of rural nonfarm settlement.

Functionally, part-time farming

and rural nonfarm living are very similar.

Part-time farming is often
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only * transitional phase in a family's history of beginning in full,
time agriculture, passing into a period of part-time fanning, with less
and less attention paid to the strictly agricultural aspects of the
family economy, and finally evolving into a completely nonfarm economic
status.

As a social and cultural manifestation, then, part-time farming

cannot easily be separated from the rural nonfarm way of life.

As a

geographic concept, part-time farming has some effects on land utiliza
tion which are different than the effects of either full-time farming
or rural nonfarm land use.
Part-time farming as a significant factor in the rural economy apparently
began in the 1920's in both the United States and Upper liast Tennessee.
In 1920 the Bureau of the Census recognized the existence of the rural
nonfarm element, and in 1930 the census reported the part-time farm as
a separate farm type.

In the 1930 census 15 per cent of the farms of

Upper Sast Tennessee were classified as part-time farms, in which the
majority of the family income came from nonfarm sources.

The part-time

farmer was especially important in Carter County, since in that country
2U.5 per cent of the forms were part-time in 1930.

The early growth of

part-time farming in Carter County may be related to the poor agricultural
conditions prevalent in that county, since in 1930 50 per cent of the
Carter County farms were reported as being self-sufficing.

Conversely,

in the agriculturally much better endowed Washington County, only 10
per cent of the farms were part-time farms in 1930, and 22 per cent were
self-sufficing at that time.
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Perhaps the rise of the part-time farm

may be related to two preconditions:

first, the existence of a largely

subsistence marginal agriculture, and, second, the presence of suitable
and accessible nonagricultural employment.
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Charting the development of part-time farming on a numerical basis
is very difficult because the census definition of the part-time farm
changes with nearly every five-year agricultural census.

Since the basis

of the census definition depends upon the relationship between the cash
sales of the farm and the size of the off-farm income, there is a builtin bias in the classification due to the secular changes in prices and
wages.

Indeed, there is a problem with the whole concept in that there

really is no hard and fast line which separates the part-time from the
full-time farm.

There is Instead a continuum through the whole spectrum

of farm economy with no particular breaks by which a boundary could be
established.
In the 1959 and 1964 Censuses of Agriculture, the Bureau of the
Census defined a farm as an agricultural establishment of over ten acres
from which farm sales were either at least $50 during the censal year,
or an establishment of less than ten acres if sales of farm products
were at least $250.
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The 1959 Census of Agriculture defined a "part-

time farm" as one from which sales of farm products were between $50
and $2,500, and in which the operator was under 65 years of age.

In

addition, the farm operator must have either worked off the farm at
least 100 days during the year, or the off-farm income must have been
greater than the sales of farm p r o d u c t s . I t is evident that this is
an arbitrary classification, but of value for comparative purposes.
A "part-retireraent farm" is defined as a farm in which the farm operator
is over 65 years of age, and farm sales were between $50 and $2,5 00
per year.

In 1964, 18.7 per cent of the farms in Upper aast Tennessee

were part-retirement farms; thus these farms operated by elderly farmers
are quite Important numerically, although relatively unimportant economically.

Farms other than part-time and part-retirement are referred to as com
mercial farms by the census.
In spite of the deficiencies in the definition of the terms, some
contrasts between full-time and part-time (including part-retirement)
farms in Upper iast Tennessee are discernible (Table XVII).

Commercial

farms make up only about 47 per cent of the farms in Upper East Tennessee
but their economic importance is indicated by the fact that 81 per cent
of the gross farm income is earned by commercial farms.

They are larger

in acreage than part-time farms, but their average value per acre

is

less.
Morphologically, the part-time farm is to the writer nearly indis
tinguishable from the full-time farm, except in certain obvious and clear
cut cases.

On the part-time farm the whole standard of cultivation is

TABLE XVII.

CONTRASTS BETWEEN COMMERCIAL AND NONCOMMERCIAL FARMS.

Item

number of Farms
Average Acreage Per Farm

Commercial

Noncommercial

2.703

3,481

80.6

All Farms

6,184

34.2

54.5

Average Value Per Acre

$353.14

$436.92

Land in Farms (A.)

2.8,047

119,248

337,305

64.6

35.4

100.0

$4,975.43

$862.10

Per cent of Land in Farms
Average Sales per Farm

$382.70

$2,659.75

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census. Census of Agriculture: 1964. Volume
I, State and County Statistics. Part 31. Tennessee (Washington,

1967^

likely to

be

low, and the per acre dollar return may

do

below average.

The nearly ubiquitous tobacco patch (80 per cent of all Upper East
Tennessee farms grow tobacco) may be the only part of the farm which
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Is wall cultivated.
pasture.

Most of the part-time farm Is likely to be In rough

Beef cattle are the predominant type of livestock, since they

require less care than other livestock.

On the part-time farm the house

may be much newer and In a better state of repair than the size and pro
ductivity of the farm would indicate.

Usually there are outbuildings,

but they may be small and out of repair when compared with the house.
One specific type of barn of recent origin, a small gambrel-roofed struc
ture about sixteen by twenty feet In size (Fig. 30) is common to both
small, part-time farms of recent establishment and to "baby farms," to
be discussed in the next section.
types of Dispersed Nonfarm Settlement
It is difficult to generalize about the settlement patterns and
forms of dispersed nonfarm settlement, since the nonfarm population includes
people from every walk of life and every social position.

However, there

are several major types of dispersed nonfarm settlement which may be
identified and discussed here.
First, there is the very small or partly developed medium-sized
subdivision.

Some of the subdivisions mapped on Figure 2k have fewer

than ten lots, commonly forming a strip on one side of the highway, or
at most a cul-de-sac lane extending at right angles from the road (Fig.
25).

A number of small farmers have used their road frontage to form

one lot deep subdivisions (Fig. 26).

These subdivided strips, although

they may be closely built-up, are too small to be shown on the maps of
built-up areas presented previously in this study.

These tiny road-front

subdivisions are scattered throughout the areas of densest nonfarm settle
ment.

If they are adjacent to a church or business establishment, they

could be referred to as recently established hamlets.
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A second type of dispersed nonfarm honesite Is loc&ted on the landholding of a close relative.

It is common for a son, son-in-law, or other

close relative, to carve out a lot from the family farm and build a house
or put a mobile home on the lot (Fig, 27),

Sitesof this type can usually

be recognized by their being very close to the "home place" farmstead,
which will usually be an I-Bouse of nineteenth century origin, while
the nonfarm house will be a post-19^5 brick-veneer rectangular house.
If the Junior relative’s nonfarm house is a mobile home, it will commonly
be located in the spacious front yard of the original farmstead (Fig, 28).
A third and rather enigmatic dispersed settlement form is the rural
nonfarm house associated with a small acreage.

These homesteads are very

common in Upper iiast Tennessee, although little is known concerning their
land-use significance.

This is the so-called "baby farm," a small acreage

of perhaps two to ten acres, from which some attempt is made by the family
to produce limited food supplies for home consumption.

Often this type

of homestead can be identified morphologically by the presence of a small
acreage (recognizable because the baby farm is surrounded by a good fence
with no gates for access to the adjacent fields), a modern, well-kept
house and yard (Fig. 29), although some old farmsteads may qualify as
baby farms If the bulk of the arable land of the original farm has been
disposed or, the presence of a very small but genuine barn (Fig, 30),
and the absence of a tobacco patch or tobacco barn.

A sizeable and

well-kept garden of vegetables, potatoes, and flowers is universally
present on this type of homestead.

The small acreage not included in

the house and garden plot is normally in pasture, and a few beef steers
are kept through the warm season to keep the grass eaten down.
or horse is also a common type of livestock on baby farms.

A pony

Ownership

Figure 25. A smell cul-de-sac subdivision,
tributary to a major highway.

Figure 26. A small strip subdivision, one lot deep.
The overgrown lot in the foreground Is available
for building.

Figure 2?. Adjacent farm and nonfarm houses In the
Watauga Valley. The occupant of the nonfarm house
is a relative of the farm operator.

Figure 28. A mobile home located in a farmstead
yard. The occupant is the son-in-law of the
farm operator.

*;
Figure 29. A small residential or "baby" farm.
The rough pasture beyond the barn is not part
of this place.

Figure 30. A small (16 x 20 ft.) gambrellroofed barn, commonly associated with small
part-time and "baby" farms.
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of small acreages Is very popular among rural nonfarm people of Appala
chian farm background, since it satisfies a desire for oontact with a
rural environment and for the maintenance of sentimental ties with an
agrarian heritage.

At the same time, it is problematical whether or not

the baby farm is a sound economic proposition, but the mystique surround
ing small-scale enterprises of this type is not to be measured in its
dollars-and-cents value.
Recent Trends
In spite of the fact that the total dispersed population of Upper
dast Tennessee has decreased from about 60,000 in 1940 to about 70,000
in 1967, the actual number of houses inhabited by the dispersed popula
tion has increased from about 18,000 to at least 21,000 during the 19401967 period.

Thus one might say that the density of dispersed settlement,

including both farm and nonfarm, has increased, although the actual dis
persed population has decreased.

The population and houslng-unit increase

is accounted for by the nonfarm population, while the decreases are
accounted for by the purely agricultural population.

The trend has resulted

in the rural areas of Upper dast Tennessee being populated primarily by
nonagricultural people.

Figure 13 maps the degree of rural nonfarm popula

tion dominance in the areas of dispersed settlement in Upper dast Tennessee.
Certainly one of the most significant features of the growth of
the dispersed nonfarm population in recent years has been that the number
of housing units has increased much more rapidly than the population.
This is due to the decrease in the average size of the nuclear family.
In 1940 there was an average of 4.02 persons per rural nonfarm household
in Upper dast Tennessee, using the Bureau of the Census definition of
rural nonfarm population.

In i960 there were only 3.39 persons per rural

nonfarm household.

Table XVIII gives the figures on this change, which

is of considerable significance from the settlement and land-use point
view.

Using the figures for the average number of persons per house

hold given in Table XVIII, along with the population estimates for dis
persed nonfarm population given in Chapter III, one may arrive at the
conclusion that while the dispersed nonfarm population has increased
by about 75 per cent between 1940 and 196?, the number of nonfarm dwellings
dispersed throughout the open countryside has increased by about 108 per
cent.

Estimated figures for this by county are given in Table XIX.
TABLfi XVIII.

Item

RURAL NONFARM HOUSING UNITS, 1940-1960.

1940

1950

I960

Housing Units

10,215

19.963

29,256

Rural Nonfarm Population

40,971

63,399

99.352

Persons per Unit

Note:

4.02

3.74

3.39

The Bureau of the Census definition of Rural Nonfarm is used
in this table.

SOURCd:
Bureau of the Census. Census of Housing: 1940. Volume II,
Part 5. Table 22, pp. 179-201; Census of Housing: 1950. Volume
I, Part 5. Table 29, pp. 42-65 to fr-2-70; Census of Housing; I960.
Volume I, Part 7, Table 31, pp. 44-75 to 44-82.
The rapid increase in the number of nonfarm dwellings which are
scattered throughout the countryside, when combined with the associated
rapid decline in the number of farmsteads, can mean only that the mix
of rural house types in the area is undergoing rapid change.

The style

and age of the dwelling is one of the most striking elements of material
culture to be found within a region, and cultural regions may be partially
defined on the basis of traditional folk house types.

The majority of
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TABLb XIX.

County and Year

DISFSRSbD RURAL NONFARM HOUSING UNITS,
1940-1967

Persons per
Household

Dispersed N o n f a m
Population

Housing
Units

Carter (1940)
Carter (196?)

4.24
3.42 (I960)

8,440
16,100

1,990
4,710

Sullivan (1940)
Sullivan (1967)

4.27
3.41 (I960)

13,535
17.650

3.170
5,175

Washington (1940)
Washington (1967)

3.36
3.33 (1960)

5,947
15,150

1,770
4,550

Total (1940)
Total (1967)

4. 02
3.39

27,922
48,900

6,930
14,435

84

175

308

Index (1940 = 100)

SOURCES:
Column I: see sources listed below Table XVIII; Column II:
see Tables VI and VII. Chapter III; Column III: derived from
Columns I and II.
Upper bast Tennessee rural nonfarm dwellings are of a general American
type, and thus are not basically characteristic of the specific region
in which they exist.

Through the introduction of these modern house

types, which can be identified with a national rather than a regional
culture, one of the most characteristic material traits by which a cul
tural region may be recognized is becoming rapdlly blurred and obscured.
This is not to say, however, that the traditional houses built as late
as the 1920*3 in Upper bast Tennessee are all gone or are even going to
disappear in the forseeable future.

In fact, there are a number of dwell

ings in the area which were built before the year 1800, and many score
which predate the Civil War.

As the number of modern houses increases,

these old places, often being kept up out of sentiment, will become
less and less evident in the regional landscape.

1^3

year

built

1 9 50-59
1 9 4 0 - 49
1 9 3 0- 3 9
pre-1 9 2 9

0

S"

Farm

6

0
in T h o u s a n d s

Houses

NUMBER

YEAR

4
2
Figures

OF

Nonfarm
OCCUPIED

Houses

DWELLINGS

BUILT

19 5 0 - 5 9
1940 * 49
193 0- 39
pr e -1 9 2 9

5*6 i&—t—

5b

Percent

Farm

Houses

PERCENTAGES

of

lb

ib

At

Total

Nonfarm
OF O C C U P I E D

so

Houses

DWELLINGS

Figure 31.
Age distribution of rural farm and rural
nonfarm dwellings in Upper iast Tennessee.
(Source:
United States Bureau of the Census,
Census of Housing, I960. )
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There Is a strong contrast between the average age of farm houses
and the average age of nonfarm houses in Upper £ast Tennessee.

Figure

31 presents an age pyramid contrasting farm with nonfarm housing as far
as their relative ages are concerned.

The burgeoning of nonfarm residen

tial construction after 1945 is evident here, as is the decline in the
construction of farm houses after that date.

Figures since i960 are not

available, but certainly there has been no slowing of the trend, with
probably more nonfarm homes having been built during the 1960-1965 period
than in any other similar time period in the history of the area.
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CHAPTER V.
CONCLUSIONS

One important geographic question which comes to mind in analyzing
rural nonfarm population patterns and distributions is the validity of
the concept of the traditional rural-urban dichotomy.

In this particu

lar study the writer has accepted the rural-urban dichotomy primarily
because of the nature of the central place hierarchy of the Upper oast
Tennessee study area.

Certainly the four major cities delineated in

this study fall into an urban category due to their morphological fea
tures.

Thus these four small cities have been considered by the writer

to be true urban places.

In contrast, all of the other small settlement

nucleatlons of the study area have been considered to be rural in nature,
due to their small size, restricted functions, location in a rural environ
ment, and the rural background and outlook of most of their residents.
Perhaps the threescore or so small built-up residential centers in Upper
dast Tennessee could as well have been classified as "semiurban” places,
in contrast to that portion of the population which resides on isolated
farms and nonfarm dwellings.
Certainly the census data greatly underestimate the size of the
truly urban population and overestimate the size of the truly rural non
farm population of Upper East Tennessee.

This, of course, is due to the

classification of urban population according to administrative units,
thus completely Ignoring the predominantly urban nature of the large
urban fringes which have developed around central cities of less than
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50,000 population.

If the Upper Saat Tennessee situation is in any way

representative, then it appears likely that there are probably several
million more people In the oountry who should be classified as urban,
but who are now being included in the rural nonfarm and, hence, rural
population.
Also, there are certain contrasts which may be drawn between the
growth rates of the nucleated nonfarm and
tion.

the dispersed nonfarm popula

Although the dispersed nonfarm population is the

more numerous,

the nucleated nonfarm population residing primarily in platted subdivi
sions is increasing at a very rapid rate.In the characteristics of
their growth rates,
urban.

the nucleated nonfarm population is similar to the

In fact, the total dispersed population of Upper bast Tennessee

has actually decreased since 1940, and is unlikely to increase very much
by 19B0.

This is due to the decline of the farm population, which is

being barely balanced by the increase in the dispersed nonfarm popula
tion.

However, the number of houses located in rural territory in Upper

&ast Tennessee is increasing more rapidly than the population, due to the
decline in the number of persons per household.
Another important problem concerning the ourrent rural nonfarm popula
tion of Upper Kast Tennessee, and Its associated settlement and land
use features, is the placing of this development within the historical
setting and cultural background of Upper bast Tennessee.

Since Upper

bast Tennessee is a part of the greater Appalachian region, this move
ment also has application to greater regional problems.

The writer has

attempted to illustrate in Chapter II that the twentieth century rural
nonfarm settlement represents to a large degree a break with the economic
organization and land-use system of the past, due to the introduction
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of the automobile and centralised places of employment.

However, the

Appalachian native, in spite of his rural background and poor educational
standards, has adapted readily to off-farm industrial employment.

A

very important factor in making this adjustment easier was the possibility
of living on the home place or at least in the rural milieu and commut
ing to the place of work.

For many Industrial laborers this is the pre

ferred pattern, since it allows contacts to be maintained with the rural
social and physical environment.

In contrast, most of the business,

managerial, and professional class has an urban background and continues
to reside in the urbanized areas of Upper dast Tennessee,

The writer

has attempted to illustrate the distributional aspects of the social
and cultural division in this study.

Thus one finds that the rather

poorly educated, kin-oriented Appalachian dweller of a rural background
prefers to live in a rural setting, even though his source of income is
entirely urban in origin; he is largely a ruralite in outlook and behavior,
in spite of his source of livelihood.
However, the introduction of a cash-wage, nonagricultural economy
cannot avoid having strong implications for culture change in spite of
the cultural conservatism of the Appalachian people.

Contact with urban

environments, even on a limited basis, inevitably leads to accelerated
cultural contacts with the larger national cultural and economic system.
Rising wages and standards of living lead to greater material goals.
The impetus towards greater educational proficiency, so universal today,
has a strong impact on the present generation of young people.

These

factors are causing an acceleration of culture change in the urbanized
and urban oriented portions of Appalachia, of which the Upper £ast Tennessee
study area is but one example.

This can lead only to a further blurring
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of the cultural distinctiveness of the Appalachian region, and contribute
to a furthering of the dominant cultural and economic position of the
cities of the region.

This is the trend towards centralization stressed

several times In this study.

Thus Upper dast Tennessee is becoming more

and more a part of the basic national culture, although the precise nature
of this merging will no doubt continue to be influenced by the cultural
heritage of the past.

T A B U A-l.

POPULATION, ARdA, AND GRCMTH RATdS OF BUILT-UP ARdAS, 1940-1967.

ACRdAGd
Percent
Increase

Type of Area

1940

1967

Urban Areas

9,946

31,321

316.9

3.251
1,869
2,745
2,080

11.330
3.142
11,654
5,395

Other Areas

3.797

Villages
Suburbs

Johnson City
blizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

Total

POPULATION
Acres
Added

Number
Added

Sprawl
Indexa

214.8

73,925

147.5

44,491
12,562
54,429
26,843

167.9
146.1
360.5
189.0

17,991
3,962
39,329
12,643

207.6
115.0
117.7
137.2

10,905

26,200

240.3

15,295

132.6

3,246
5.053

3,815
7,090

9.856
16,344

258.3
230.5

6,041
9.254

127.3
135.5

29,818

75,305

164,525

218.5

89,220

145.1

1940

196?

21,575

64,400

138,325

348.5
168.1
424.4
259.4

8,079
1,273
8,908
3,315

26,500
8,600
15,100
14,200

12,096

318.6

8.299

1,418
2,379

4,664
7,432

328.9
312.4

13,743

43,561

317,0

a3prawl Index = per cent change in acreage.
per cent change in population
SOURCES:

Data gathered by author.

Percent
Increase

IABL& A-2.

i S H M A B S D POPULATION AND LAND U3c- CHANGES, 1967-1980.

Type of Area

Population
Increase
1940-1967

Acreage
Increase
1940-1967

Population
per Acre,
Added Area

Population
Increase
1967-1980a

Acreage
Increase
1967-1980a

Estimated
Acreage,
1980

Urban Areas

73,925

21.575

3.43

20,700

6,032

37,553

17.991
3.962
39.329
12,643

8,079
1.273
8,908
3.315

2.23
3.U
4.41
3.81

5.000
1,100
11,100
3,500

2,242
354
2,517
919

13.572
3,496
14,171
6,314

15.295

8,246

1.85

4,400

2,380

14,476

2,600
10,100
2,600

1,337
5,362
1.547

1.94
1.88
1.68

700
2,900
800

361
1.542
477

3,169
8,299
2,952

89.220

29,821

2.99

25,100

8,412

52,029

Johnson City
Llizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

Other Built-Up Areas
Carter County
Sullivan
"
Washington "

Total

SQURCd:

Data compiled by author.

istiaated.
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TABJji A-3. JiSTIMATiD POPULATION GROWTH
BY CITY AND COUNTY,
196?-190O.

Area

Population
Change
1940-1967

Per Cent of Estimated
Change
Regional
Growth
1940-1967

Estimated
Population,
1980

73.900

66.9

20,700

159.000

2 ,3 0 0
15,700
4,000
39.300
12,600

2.1
14.2
3.6
35.6
11.4

600
4,400
1,100
11,100
3.500

2 ,9 0 0
46,600
13,700
65.500
30,30 0

Other Nucleations
Carter
Sullivan
Washington

15,300
2.600
10,100
2,600

14.0
2.4
9.2
2.4

4,400
700
2,900
600

30,600
7,000
18,000
5,600

Total Nucleated
Carter
Sullivan
Washington

89,200
6,600
62,000
18.300

80.9
8.1
56.2
16.6

25,10 0
2,400
17,500
5_i_200

189,600
23,600
113,800
52.200

Farm Population
Carter
Sullivan
Washington

-31,300
-9,800
-12,900
-8,700

-31.3°
-41.2C
-28.5°

-6 ,3 0 0
-2,000
-2.500
-1,800

15,000
2,600
5,900
6 ,5 0 0

19.1
7.0
3.7
8.4

6,100
2,100
1,400
2.600

55,000
18,200
19,000
17.800

-200
100
-1,100
800

70,000
20,800
24,900
24,300

24,900
2.500
16,400
6,000

259.700
44,400
138.700
76,500

Urban Areas
Johnson City£
Johnson City
•ilizabethton
Kingsport
Bristol

Dispersed Rural Nonfarm
Carter
Sullivan
Washington

21,000
7.700
4,100
9,300

Total Dispersed
Carter
Sullivan
Washington

-10,300
-2,100
-8,800
600

Total Population
Carter
Sullivan
Washington

79,000
6,800
53.300
18,800

— -

100.0
8.6
67.5
23.8

^Growth that took place in Carter County; Growth that took place
in Washington County;CProportlon of the total regional decline to occur
in county.
SOURCES: Data compiled by author.
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APPENDIX B— METHODOLOGY

Since a number of the maps and tables presented in the text of this
study involve presentation of data gathered by the writer, it seems appro
priate to give an account here of the methods and processes used in deriv
ing these figures and maps.

Thus this section may be regarded as a guide

in understanding the methods used in compiling, analyzing, and presenting
these data.
ESTIMATING TOTAL POPULATION
A population estimate for the field season of mid-196? is presented
in Table VI, as well as in several other places in this study.

Figures

for the current populations of the political cities of Johnson City,
Bristol, and Kingsport were available from the files of the Tennessee
State Planning Commission, based upon a special census in Johnson City
and on water meter and electrical meter users in the other towns.

For

rural areas a count was made of the number of housing units in the area
by making use of the following sources:
1.

County road maps published in 1964 by the Tennessee State High

way Department at a scale of 1:

62,500 were used as a basic guide to

population distribution in rural areas.

A transparent grid of one-lnce

squares (equivalent to one square mile on the base map) was laid over
this base map, and the number of dwellings in each square counted.
Population per square mile figures were then derived by multiplying the
number of houses per square mile by the persons-per-household data
in the i960 census of population.

given

Persons-per-household information is

given by minor civil divisions in the census reports, and thus the problem

15**
of local variations in slae of household was largely, although not entirely
aooounted for.

Use of the number of persons-per-household for I960 could

be criticised.

It probably results in a slight exaggeration of the 196?

population, since it is likely that the number of persons-per-household
declined slightly during the I96O-I967 period.

The writer believes that

this factor had a minimal effect on the total population figures presented
in the tables, as well as a negligible effect on the population distribu
tion maps presented.
2.

United States Geological Survey 7^-minute topographic maps at

a scale of 1:

24,000 were used for further information on the distribu

tion of settlement.

Upper &ast Tennessee was completely mapped at this

scale during the 1937-1940 period, and, with the exception of one tier
of quadrangles in western Washington County, again in 1953-1960.

From

these maps location of housing information for densely populated urban
fringe areas was derived, and the figures entered on the corresponding
one-inch squares on the master transparencies.
3.

Aerial photographs of the urban fringe areas were also examined.

Since the aerial photography also dated from I960, the same year as most
of the topographic maps, not much new Information was gained from these.
Nevertheless, about 1/4 of the area of the study region was studied from
air photo coverage.
4.

An automobile field check was made of developing urban fringe

and rural subdivision developments during the summer of I9 6 7 , and esti
mates were made of both acreage and population growth during the postoensal 1960-196? period; entries from these field observations were made
on the one-inch grid.

Field observations also led to the recognition

of multlple-unit structures, such as apartment buildings

and nursing
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homes,

as

well

as

of

the

locations of

mobile

home

parks.

After all these data had been collected, the number of housing units
listed on the squares were summarized, along with the population per
square mile figures recorded on each square.

The final calculations

indicated a total of 23^,750 people living in Upper dast Tennessee In
mid-1967.

The writer now believes this to have been a slight underesti

mate of true population, since the Bureau of the Census and other published
population estimates given In Table XII give figures 1 to 2 per cent
greater than those usedty the writer.

However, the writer was able to

arrive at distributional data for each square mile of Upper dast Tennessee,
thus making possible the compilation and presentation of Figures 3 and 12.
COMPILATION CF POPULATION DISTRIBUTION MAPS
In this section methods used in compiling the maps of Population
Density (Fig. 8), Nonfarm Population (Fig. 10), Farm Population (Fig.
11), Population Change (Fig. 12), and Percentage of Nonfarm Population
(Fig. 13) will be discussed.
Figure 8, presenting population density in 1967, was compiled by
using the population-per-square-mile data as discussed on the previous
page.

After examining the various techniques by which population dis

tribution may be illustrated, the dasymetric type of presentation was
selected.^

This differs from the conmon isopleth method of presentation

in that the lines separating different population density values may
merge with each other.

In an area such as Upper dast Tennessee, where

T'or an excellent presentation of the visual effects of these
techniques, see Roman T. Gajda, "Mapping Population Density in Canada,"
Geographical Bulletin. No. 18 (1962), pp. 5-20.
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very steep population density gradients nay be encountered, this method
seems to be the best means of presentation.
Figure 12 (Changes in Population Density, 1940-196?), records the
areas of growth and decline during that period.

In compiling this map,

the map of population density for 196? was utilized, along with a similar
map illustrating population density in 1940, which has not been presented
in this study.

The 1940 map was compiled by using the same techniques

as the later map.

The major sources of information were the settlement

distribution data gleaned from the 1:

24-,000 scale Geological Survey

quadrangles published in 1937-1940, and the persons-per-household and
total population figures given in the 1940 censuses of housing and popula
tion.

Again, a high degree of accuracy was reached, the total popula

tion recorded on the grid squares being within 1 per cent of the 1940
census population.

Isopleths were drawn on both the 1940 and 1967 grids,

and the two maps were then compared to arrive at the areas of population
gain or loss presented in Figure 12.
The population density classes on the 1940 and 19&7 population dis
tribution maps were derived empirically from an examination of a frequency
distribution histogram recording the number of square miles having
similar population densities.

It was decided that six unequal-lnterval

classes of density-per-square-mile figures would result in the best means
of presentation of population distribution (I. 0-9;

II. 10-49; III. 50-99;

IV. 100-199; V. 200-999; VI. over 1,000 persons per square mile).

Figure

12 was then compiled by comparing the 1940 and 196? dasymetric maps.
If the population had declined since 1940,

this wasnoted on Figure

12;

if the population density had remained in the same class over the 2?-year
period, the area was determined to be one of stable population, with
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increases less than the regional average of 51 per cent; if the popula
tion density had increased by one class during the I9 W - I 967 period, then
it was termed an area of "moderate population increase" (approximately
50 up to 300 per cent growth during the study period); if the population
had increased by two or more classes, it was termed an area of "rapid
population growth" on Figure 12.

Thus this map does not show the abso

lute volume of population change; instead it presents areas of relative
growth, stability, or decline, with no reference to actual density of
population.
Figures 10 and 11 presenting the distribution of dispersed rural
nonfarm settlement and rural farm settlement, were compiled from the
abovementioned county road maps, published in 19&t, which make a distinc
tion in symbols between farm and nonfarm rural houses.

The accuracy

of these maps may be roughly checked by totalling the number of houses
of each type shown on the map with the census data for number of farms
and number of nonfarm households.

During the course of this work, a

considerable discrepancy was noted in Carter County, which has had a
precipitous decline in agricultural population in recent years.

Consider

able field checking was done in that county to rectify the data, but in
the other two counties the census figures and the Information gleaned
from the map were In close agreement.

During field observation, the

writer also marked in on the maps a number of nonfarm houses of recent
construction located In the urban fringe areas of the towns.
Figure 13 showing the relative importance of farm and nonfarm popula
tions in the rural settlement fabric, may be readily derived from grid
counts of farmsteads from Figure 11, and of rural nonfarm homesteads from
Figure 10.
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DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF BUILT-UP AREAS
In order to distinguish the population living in built-up central
places from those living in dispersed rural locations, it was, of course,
necessary to arrive at some definition and appreciation of what consti
tuted a "built-up area."

At first it was thought that the numerous

linear settlement forms found in Upper East Tennessee oould be included
in the built-up area land-use category, but problems of measurement and
presentation appeared to make it mandatory that only built-over areas
of significant areal extent be counted.

In practice, this meant a lower

size limit of about forty acres of relatively compact area.

Over sixty

noncontiguous built-up areas were thus Identified and classified, and
estimates were made of their acreage, population, and population density
as of mid-1967.

Following field observations, boundaries of the built-

up areas were marked in on the map, and their acreages were estimated
by superimposing a transparent grid of l/10-ineh squares.

Since the

base maps used were on a scale of one inch to the mile, this allowed
the calculation of tracts smaller than five acres in size.

In urban

fringe areas, determination of what constitutes a built-up area may be
a problem, due to the maiy vacant lots and scattered buildings.

It was

decided after experimentation that the built-up areas should be defined
as those areas in which there is an average of at least one structure
per two acres, thus allowing a maximum distance between structures of
nearly 300 feet.
In addition to mapping and determining the acreages of the built-up
areas, their populations were also estimated by the same methods of
estimating populations as was previously described.

After the built-up

areas had been classified into villages or suburbs, their populations
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ware summed, and the results presented In Table VI.

In addition, a similar

process was used to derive the built-up areas at the end of the 1930's,
with, of course, no field examination, and the results of this study are
given in Table VII,
The writer has also made estimates of future built-up land uses
and population distribution in Upper £ast Tennessee, and these projec
tions are summarized in Table XIV as well as in Tables A-2 and A-3,
In this analysis, the large, and perhaps unjustified assumption was made
that the population densities per acre in the areas which will be built
over between 1967 and 1980 will be the same as those of the last two
decades or so.

This assumed figure of population density was divided

into the estimated population increases for each type of area specified
or. Table A-3, thus arriving at an estimate of the acreage of built-up
areas and their populations in the year 1980.
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